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ABSTRACT 

Coal quality plays a crucial role both economically 

and environmentally in the operation of a coal-fired power 

plant. These plants are designed to operate most efficient

ly when coal of consistently good quality is used as the 

feed. For example, the ash content should be monitored 

to control slagging problems in the burners. For emission 

control purposes the sulfur content of the feed should be 

carefully scrutinized. This realization of the importance 

of coal quality to the end-user has made the prediction of 

coal quality an important concern. 

Computerized mine planning systems can be used to 

help suppliers predict the quality of future coal shipments. 

One such system was implemented at an underground coal mine 

to determine its performance in an operating environment. 

Following some extensive revisions to the system, the 

results of the implementation exercise showed the ability 

of this mine planning system to account for coal quality 

while producing a workable short-range plan. To be of 

direct use to the end-user, the mine planning results 

should be adjusted to account for mining dilution and 

subsequent beneficiation of the run-of-mine coal. 

ix 



To help power plant owners in predicting the 

quality of the power plant feed a computer program was 

developed to solve the blending problem faced by plants 

dependent on mUltiple sources of supply. This interactive 

program utilizes the predictions from the mine planning 

system to obtain a goal programming formulation of the 

blending problem. This type of problem formulation gives 

the program the flexibility needed to solve the blending 

problem in both long and short term time frames. Use of 

the program in both planning scenarios was illustrated by 

examples. The results showed the ability of the program 

to determine the best blend possible based on a set of 

user-specified objectives. 

Use of this interactive blending program in 

conjunction with the mine planning system provides the 

capability of computerized prediction of coal quality from 

mine mouth to blended plant feed. Implementation of 

these planning aids on a routine basis will assist the 

owners of coal-fired power plants in their attempts to 

maximize plant efficiency and maintain environmental 

standards. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade the increasing need for coal 

production, a corresponding decrease in the quality of 

coal supplied to coal-fired power plants, and a realiza

tion of the effects of coal quality on power plant opera

ting performance and emissions have made coal mine planning 

and subsequent blending important concerns. 

Coal-fired power plants are designed to operate 

most efficiently when coal of a certain quality is supplied 

to them. For example, any time the ash content of the feed 

is higher than design level, increased power plant 

operating problems such as slagging and fouling result 

leading to a decrease in power plant operating performance. 

Regarding emissions and coal quality, The Clean Air Act of 

1970 set an air quality standard that requires generating 

stations to emit less than 1.2 pounds of S02 per million 

Btu generated. To stay in compliance, the feed to the 

plant must not exceed this threshold value in terms of its 

combined sulfur content and calorific (Btu) value. High 

sulfur coals, predominantly from the eastern and midwestern 

coal fields of the United states, cannot meet this sulfur 

1 



emission requirement. To overcome this problem they are 

commonly blended with low sulfur coals before burning. 

Because coal quality plays such an important role, 

both economically and environmentally, in the operation of 

power plants, it behooves these end-users to scrutinize the 

feed to their plants to ensure that design requirements are 

met. Typically, a utility will either own a series of coal 

mines whose outputs are blended to form the composite feed 

to the plant, or will purchase its feed under long term con

tractual agreements from a consortium of suppliers. In 

either case, shortfalls in tonnage can be met with purchases 

of coal on the spot market in the short term. 

2 

The ability of the suppliers to predict the quality 

of future coal shipments will allow the power plant operator 

to predict the quality of the blended feed so that rational 

decisions can be made regarding the impact of the expected 

quali ty of the blend. Should part of the blend be cle,aned? 

If so, how much? Should some low grade coal be stockpiled 

and the resultant shortfall covered by spot market purchases? 

If so, how much and what quality should De sought? Does 

the blend coming from the mines over the next quarter 

satisfy requirements? These types of questions can be 

addressed at coal procurement planning meetings so that 

appropriate actions can be formalized in advance to ensure 

efficient power plant operation and satisfaction of environ

mental standards. 



The starting point for this power plant feed 

managing and planning effort is effective mine planning at 

the coal mines. If the mine operators cannot predict with 

a reasonable level of accuracy the quality of coal they will 

be mining in the near term, the feed management program will 

never germinate. It is mainly for this reason that a com

puterized mine planning system was developed. This system 

was designed specifically for flat-lying tabular coal 

deposits exploitable by underground mining methods. 

Such deposits are in abundance in the Appalachia 

region of the eastern United States which contains nearly 

one-half of the known U.S. coal reserves. The President's 

Commission on Coal (1980) classifies 82% of the known 

reserves in this region as mineable by underground methods. 

These eastern U.S. coal seams tend to be thinner than mid

western and western U.S. seams leading to more severe 

mining dilution problems which result in a higher ash 

content for the run-of-mine coal. Couple this with the 

fact that the average sulfur content of eastern U.S. coals 

is more than twice that of western coals and one can fore

see the need for a mine planning system designed specifi

cally for such deposits if the goal of feed quality control 

at coal-fired power plants is to be achieved. 

The planning system enables the mine planning 

engineer to address the coal quality concerns of the end

user without ignoring the operational priorities and 

3 
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constraints of the mining operation itself. It gives the 

planning engineer the capability to quickly compare different 

long-range mining sequences based on achievement of the 

multiple goals of mine and power plant. Once a long-range 

mine plan is selected the system can be further utilized 

to devise optimal short-range plans and production schedules 

within the confines of the long-range plan. 

The mine production forecasts from the mine planning 

system can be utilized directly by the power plant operator 

in feed management and planning. An interactive computer 

program designed specifically to aid the operator in this 

regard has been developed. This program and the mine plan

ning system provide a total capability for computerized 

prediction of coal quality from mine mouth to blended plant 

feed. 

In summary, the impact of coal quality on power 

plant performance and on the environment has made the pre

diction of coal quality an important concern. A computer

ized mine planning system is herein developed to aid mine 

planners in predicting future supplies. An interactive 

computer program is developed to aid power plant operators 

in using these predictions for determining proper blends 

for efficient power plant operation and continuous environ

mental compliance. 



Objective of Study 

The purpose of this study is twofold: 

1. To develop the mine planning system and to 

implement it at an operating mine. Difficulties 

encountered during the implementation exercise 

will be highlighted. 

2. To describe the computer program designed to use 

the mine planning results in solving the feed 

blending problem at the power plant. 

This work was performed under a series of research 

contracts involving the University of Arizona and the 

owners of the Homer City generating station in Indiana 

County, Pennsylvania. The overall purpose of the research 

was to develop computerized techniques to aid the Homer 

City personnel in solving their power plant emission prob

lems. Because the Homer City generating station owns four 

underground coal mines which supply the station with a 

major portion of its feed requirements, it is apparent that 

techniques enabling effective mine planning and subsequent 

product blending would provide useful information concern

ing the expected future quality of the power plant feed. 

This front end information would allow for power plant 

feed control actions to be planned in advance to ensure 

compliance with environmental regulations. 

5 



Organization 

This study comprises six chapters. Chapter Two 

reviews the overall framework needed for solving the mine 

planning problem using computer techniques. Programs 

developed within this generic framework are described in 

Chapter Three. Chapter Four presents an example of the 

application of the planning system at an underground coal 

mine, and highlights inherent problems that were encountered 

with the implementation of .. the system. The interactive 

computer program designed to use the planning results in 

solving the power plant blending problem is described in 

Chapter Five. Conclusions and recommendations for further 

research are presented in Chapter Six. 

6 



CHAPTER 2 

THE BASIC HIERARCHY OF 
MINE PLANNING TASKS 

Mine planning, whether it be for an open-pit or 

an underground operation, basically boils down to arranging 

the orderly mining of the orebody based on the objectives 

of the mining company. These objectives can be numerous 

and are dependent on the time frame within which a parti-

cular mine plan is being considered. For example, in 

long-range mine planning the objective usually is to 

maximize the total profit resulting from exploitation of 

the orebody. The multiple goals of a short-range mining 

plan may include meeting a required target grade for the 

composite daily mine output, satisfying the tonnage require-

ment at the processing plant, and maintaining safe working 

conditions at all times. 

The capability of a mine planning engineer to 

produce mining plans that take into account the different 

objectives of the company has been greatly enhanced by 

computers. By its very nature the mine planning problem 

involves an enormous amount of repetitive computations as 

tonnage and grade figures are determined bench by bench or 

stope by stope. The elementary use of a computer to simply 
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handle the calculations involved in producing a mine plan 

results in both increased accuracy and decreased man-hours 

compared to manually produced plans. Computer applications 

to mine planning have far surpassed the era where the 

machine was simply used as a calculator. Current applica

tions include the ability to simulate the mining of an 

orebody repeatedly using different strategies, the ability 

to perform sensitivity analyses involving economic criteria, 

and the ability to produce optimal mining plans according 

to sophisticated operations research (OR) techniques. Com

puterized mine planning helps provide management with the 

information it needs to make good decisions pertaining to 

the optimal exploitation of the orebody. 

A hierarchy of six mine planning tasks that can be 

implemented on a computer is presented in Figure 2.1 and 

listed below. 

1. Sample data management 

2. Mineralization modeling 

3. Ore reserve calculations 

4. Long-range mine planning 

5. Short-range mine planning 

6. Production scheduling 

As one proceeds from data management to production 

scheduling the complexity of the task increases. Indeed, 

some companies that have spent twenty years applying 

computers to mine planning have still not successfully 

8 



Sample Data 

Man agement 

, 
Mineral izaUon 

Modeling 

Or e Reserve long-Range 
.J_ ... ... 

Calculation Mine Planning 

Short-range Production 
~ ... ,.. 

Mine Planning Scheduling 

Figure 2.1. Sequence of Mine Planning Tasks 

accomplished the production scheduling task and its numerous 

requirements. Programs developed to handle any of the above 

tasks are never static. Improvements are continually sought 

to make them more user-friendly, to reduce the amount of 

time and effort spent on data preparation, or to cut compu-

ting costs. Thus, each step in itself can become quite 

complex depending on the level of sophistication desired. 

To get a better idea of the purpose of each task, a short 

discussion of each will now be presented. 

Sample Data Management 

The amount of information concerning the size, 

shape,' and contents of a mineral deposit is limited to 
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the samples taken of that deposit. Typically, mineral 

deposits are buried beneath the surface and the sampling 

information consists of core samples taken from diamond 

drill holes penetrating the deposit. As a mineral deposit 

is developed, more sampling information becomes available, 

not only from additional drilling but also from hand samp

ling and bulk sampling of the orebody as access is gained. 

To utilize this ever-increasing amount of sampling 

information for computer-assisted mine planning purposes, 

a sample data storage and retrieval system must be set up. 

The purpose of this sytem is to maintain the data bank upon 

which the entire computerized mine planning effort will be 

based. Since this effort can be expensive, special atten

tion should be given to ensuring correctness of the raw 

data entered. Listings of the data bank files should be 

examined carefully for errors. Displays of the drill 

hole data in plan view and cross section are useful in 

visually verifying such things as coordinates, depth of 

hole, and orientation of deflected holes. 

10 

Bideaux (1979) describes in detail the type of 

information to be stored in a sample data file. He stresses 

the point that any sample is costly and therefore, all 

i.nformation derived from a sample should be stored for 

future use. With this in mind, the file structure should 

allow selective retrieval, be easy to update and be easy 

to modify when input data errors are detected. 



Mineralization Modeling 

Once a sample data file is established, one can 

utilize this information to model the mineral deposit. 

11 

This computer model must accurately describe the minerali

zation based on the amount of samplin~ information available. 

Interpolation techniques between sampling locations are used 

to assign grade estimates ~o volumes of ground where no 

sampling information exists. 

The most common type of computer model of an ore 

deposit segments the deposit into a regular three dimension

al grid of equal sized blocks. Each block is then assigned 

a grade based on the interpolation technique used (Kim, 

1979a, p. 298). These technqiues can vary in sophistica

tion from a nearest hole technique (Belobraidich, Trumbly 

and Davey, 1979, pp. 349-51) to sophisticated geostatistical 

techniques (Knudsen and Kim, 1977, pp. 83-93). 

The mineralization model provides the mine planning 

engineer with a replica of the orebody upon which to per

form such tasks as ore reserve calculations and testing of 

different mining plans. As more sampling information 

becomes available the mineralization model should be updated 

on regular intervals. 

Ore Reserve Calculations 

After building a mineralization model of the ore

body the actual mine planning tasks can begin. One 



important use of the model is in calculating an ore reserve 

figure for the deposit. 

In metal mining, a cutoff grade concept is commonly 

used to identify ore blocks in the mineralization model. 

This requires specification of the method to be used in 

mining the deposit. For example, if the open-pit method 

12 

is specified for mining a shallow, porphyry type copper 

deposit, a cutoff grade can be calculated based on metal 

price, recoveries, and operating costs. A geologic reserve 

can then be calculated by summing up all blocks in the model 

having a grade equal to or above this cutoff grade. A 

mineable reserve can be determined by using the moving 

cone technique (Kim, 1979a, pp. 300-01) in conjunction with 

the mineralization model. This technique will design an 

ultimate open-pit, where ultimate implies expanding the 

pit to its economic limit based on a given set of economic 

criteria. The pit is usually expanded to a point where any 

further attempt to uncover remaining ore is curtailed by 

excessive stripping. By adding up the ore blocks in the 

envelope between the original topography and the final pit 

topography one can determine a mineable reserve for the 

deposit. The file storing the final pit topography can be 

contoured to provide a visual display of the pit to accom

pany the tonnage summary. 

Calculation of the mineable reserve for an under

ground deposit generally follows a somewhat less 



sophisticated approach. Once the cutoff grade is decided 

upon the geologic reserve is first estimated via summation 

of all model blocks representing ore grade material. This 

figure is then revised to account for mine recovery by 

applying a per cent extraction factor for the anticipated 

underground mining method. This figure may be quite low, 

say 50%, for methods such as room and pillar in tabular 

deposits where pillars of ore are left for roof support. 

Other adjustments, such as lease boundary constraints, may 

also be made to the geologic reserve in determining the 

mineable reserve. 

Long-range Mine Planning 

After determining a mineable reserve, the mine 

planner's attention turns to devising the proper sequence 

13 

to follow in progressing from a virgin deposit to a complete

ly mined out deposit. Here the mining method to be used 

and the geometry of the orebody affect the amount of free

dom the mine planner ha.s in devising this sequence. 

In open-pit mining, one must obviously follow a 

general top down sequence, but layouts using different 

working slopes and different scheduling of drop cuts can 

be analyzed. In dipping, vein-type deposits, the planner 

must follow a general down dip sequence, but may have a 

certain amount of flexibility along strike on any particu

lar level or group of levels. Mining of large single level 



tabular deposits provides the mine planner with many 

options because limiting effects of orebody geometry are 

minimal. In all long-range plans for underground mines 

special attention must be given to ventilation require

ments and roof pressures when analyzing different mining 

sequences. 

14 

If the main objective of the company is the maximi

zation of profit, then, by definition, the entire mineable 

reserve will be accounted for in the lonq-range plan. 

Operational criteria for achieving profit maximization 

include mining at the optimal production rate, meeting ore 

grade targets, and, in the case of open-pit mining, satis

fying an optimal stripping schedule. Meeting these criteria 

throughout the life of the mine must be the long-range 

planners goal (Belobraidich, et al., 1979, p. 349). 

A typical long-range plan may involve mining the 

deposit in yearly increments for the first five years 

followed thereafter by five year increments. The location 

of the tonnages taken in these increments is based on the 

satisfaction of the operativnal criteria mentioned above 

subject to the geometrical constraints as dictated by the 

orebody geometry and mining method. For open-pit opera

tions the chord miner technique has been proven to be 

useful in the developn~nt of long-range mining plans 

(Belobraidich, et al., 1979, p. 356). This technique 

allows the planner to describe a series of polygonal mining 



cuts using a digitizer. The chord miner then accesses the 

mineralization model and summarizes the blocks of material 

located within the perimeter of a particular cut. A 

resultant grade and tonnage summary for all cuts submitted 

in the run is produced. Cut sequences can be easily modi

fied and rerun until satisfactory results are obtained. 

Short-range Mine Planning 

Short-range mine planning has been defined as 

planning within a monthly to yearly time horizon {Mueller 

and Kim, 1979, p. 588}. Some approach the short-range 

planning problem as a simple subdivision of the long-range 

plan. Belobraidich, et al. (1979, p. 356) describe how 
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the chord miner can produce a long-range mining cut summary 

which shows running totals either row by row or column by 

column through the cut in a specified direction. This 

information can be used to segment the cut into monthly 

advance increments in the direction of mining. This seg

menting approach assures compliance of the short-ran~e plan 

to the confines of the long-range plan and allows the mine 

planner to experiment with different advances in the various 

cuts until satisfactory composite tonnage and grade figures 

for the month are obtained. 

Others have tried more sophisticated approaches. 

Nelson and Goldstein (1979) describe an interactive monthly 

mine planning system used at an open-pit copper mine that 

accounts for individual shovel and truck productivities and 



haul cycle times. Davey (1979) describes a mining simula

tor that selects appropriate shovel cuts needed to satisfy 

anticipated tonnage and grade requirements over a six 

month planning period. 

All of these approaches use a mineralization model 

and files depicting the pit topography at different plan

ning intervals for tonnage summary purposes. More detailed 

sampling information resulting in a more detailed mineral

ization model in the areas of active mining is highly 

desirable for this level of planning. Also, the short

range mine planner must consider such things as variations 

in operating efficiencies in different areas of the mine, 

variations in equipment productivity, and the assignment 

of specific equipment to selected working areas. Failure 

to consider such factors will result in an unrealistic 

plan. 

The complexities of short-range planning lead to 

a potential application of such operations research (OR) 

techniques as linear programming. Because most mining 

applications of OR techniques have been in production 

scheduling, further comment will be deferred until the 

following section. III summary, computer applications to 

short-range planning become complicated due to the amount 

of detail required. Allowing interaction on the part of 

the planning engineer so that his/her experience and 
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judgment can be utilized will aid in developing realistic 

short-range mining plans. 

Production Schedulina 

Production scheduling involves the daily or weekly 

scheduling of mining crews. The complexities involved with 

such detailed scheduling are many. For example, absentee

ism and crew experi8nce become factors. Operational con

straints, such as leaving barriers around gas wells in 

underground coal mines, must be accounted for. The files 

describing the actual mine configuration must be updated 

on a timely basis to reflect daily mine advance. 

The mineralization model must now provide more 

detailed information about the orebody than ever before if 

one is to accurately predict the mine production on a 

daily basis. The inherent variability of the ore grades 

becomes more important than the average values which suf

ficed for long-range and short-range mine planning. To 

capture this variability a much more detailed sampling 

program is needed (Baafi, 1983, pp. 87-100) and the 

resultant information must be incorporated into the miner

alization model quickly to be of any use. 

OR techniques such as linear programming (Kim, 

1967) and zero-one integer programming (Baafi, 1983, pp. 

37-43) have been used to solve the production scheduling 

problem with its myriad of operational constraints. Kim 

used the linear programming technique to produce an 
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optimal production schedule within the confines of a monthly 

mine plan prepared by management at an open-pit mine. The 

time involved in coding the input data and the excessive 

number of equations needed to define the problem were two 

factors mentioned that limit use of the technique. OR 

techniques force the mine planning engineer to formulate a 

rigorous definition of the problem. This results in a 

better understanding of the problem, which is a benefit 

gained regardless of the success of the effort (Mueller and 

Kim, 1979, p. 590). According to Kim (1979b, p. 610), 

acceptance of OR techniques for production scheduling has 

been slow due to: 

1. The need for detailed sample information. 

2. The logistics of incorporating these data in a 

timely manner. 

3. Misunderstanding of these techniques by mine 

personnel. 

Production scheduling is the last, most complex, 

and most demanding step in the sequence of computer-aided 

tasks performed by the planning engineer. Assuming all 

previously mentioned problems can be solved, success may 

hinge on the ability to actively involve the mine foreman 

in the optimal scheduling task. To do this, an inter

active system will be required. The mine foreman will still 

retain the responsibility for daily scheduling of crews 

in specific working areas but now he/she will be able to 



do it in an optimal manner by answering pertinent questions 

at a terminal. 

Mine Planning System Development 
and Usage 

In line with this generic framework, Kim, Knudsen 

and Baafi (1981) developed a mine planning system for use 

at the Homer City Owners' captive mines. These underground 

mines exploit flat-lying, tabular coal seams using the room 

and pillar and shortwall mining methods. Their production 

constitutes a portion of the plant feed to the Homer City 
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generating station. The purpose of the mine planning system 

is to provide the capability for estimating the quality of 

future mine output. This information will be used subse-

quently by power plant personnel to estimate the quality of 

the composite power plant feed. 

As part of the research performed by the University 

of Arizona for the Homer City Owners, this system was 

implemented at one of the captive mines. During the early 

stages of this work, it became apparent that, in order to 

facilitate routine implementation of the system at all 

four captive mines, major portions of it would have to be 

revised to streamline the tasks of data entry, data storage, 

and data retrieval. The steps taken to achieve these tasks, 

and thus make the system more user-friendly, are described 

in the next chapter. 
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Upon completion of this revamping effort, utility of 

the system was demonstrated by producing a first quarter 

mining plan for the period January through March, 1982, at 

one captive mine. Problems encountered during the demon

stration included the lack of sufficient samples to provide 

enough detail in the mineralization model to do this level 

of planning; and lack of sufficient data to perform accurate 

adjustments to account for dilution of the coal seam during 

mining and beneficiation of the run-of-mine coal prior to 

stockpiling. Actions taken to overcome these problems are 

presented in Chapter Four along with the results of the 

demonstration. 



CHAPTER 3 

DESCRIPTION OF REVISED 
MINE PLANNING SYSTEM 

To ease the task of routine implementation of the 

mine planning system developed by Kim et al. (1981), 

revisions had to be made to the computer programs designed 

to perform the six mine planning tasks described in the 

last chapter. In this chapter the software developed to 

perform each task will be described and the revisions made 

to these programs will be discussed. 

Sample Data Storage 
and Retrieval 

Sample information must be stored for future use 

in the mineralization modeling effort. Pertinent informa-

tion includes sample number and location for identification 

purposes, and quality data about the coal recovered in the 

sample. The quality data can include values for thickness 

of the coal seam, ash content of the coal, sulfur content 

of the coal, and amounts of in-seam partings present. This 

information can be punched on computer cards for storage or 

written on a tape or disk in sequential order. The ability 

to easily update this file with new sampling information is 
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imperative at mines that envision an active sampling 

program throughout the mine's life. 

Kim, et al. (1981) developed a sample information 

storage file structure which consisted of a series of 

sequential access disk files. Each time new sample 

information became available, it was stored on a new 

sequential. access file. This file was then merged with 

the existing file of sample information to form a third 

file containing all sample information. The files con

taining new information and old information only were 

discarded. This type of system works satisfactorily on 

computer systems where file manipulation is easily 

handled by the user. Such systems include the CDC Cyber 

175 computer and the DEC 10. Such file manipulations 

on a routine basis using an IBM system however are cumber

some. 

To overcome this multi-file approach to updating 

the sampling data bank, the sequential access files were 

replaced by one direct access file. Direct access allows 

the original file to be updated and expanded and therefore 

eliminates the need for creating a new file every time new 

sample data is added. 

Carrying this consolidition of files idea one 

step further, it was decided to make the sample data file 

flexible enough to handle data from multiple mining prop

erties. By doing this, one all-encompassing file can be 
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used as the sample data bank for all of a company's mining 

properties. 
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A linked list data structure was utilized to 

accommodate this multiple mine format. Each mine's sample 

data is entered into the file and its records are linked 

together to form a separate chain within the file. Pointers 

to records preceding and succeeding an individual record 

serve as links in the chain of data for a particular mine. 

A separate index file is used to store the record numbers 

where each chain starts and ends. The advantages of this 

type of structure for information storage and retrieval 

are: 

1. All sample information is kept in one file thus 

conserving storage space and reducing the number 

of files. 

2. Selective retrieval of a particular mine's samp

ling data is achieved by simply following the 

pointers through the chain. The entire data file 

does not have to be searched. 

3. The ability to quickly add, delete and modify 

samples makes updating and error correction 

routines user-friendly and results in a file that 

is easily kept up to date. This is important if 

and when one decides to embark on a detailea 

sampling program for computerized production 

scheduling purposes. 



Program RCHAN was developed to incorporate the 

linked list file structure for data storage and retrieval. 

This program manages a direct access sample data file and 

a related index file, examples of which are shown in 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The sample data file 

has the capacity to store any sampling information from 

the Homer City Owners' four captive mines. 

Mineralization Modeling 

Building a computer model of a mineral deposit 

requires the mine planning engineer to select the type of 

model and the interpolation technique best suited to the 

type of deposit under consideration. Kim, et al . (1981) 

describe a Short Term Production Prediction Model (STPM 

Model) built for coal mine planning purposes. This model 

consists of a regular three-dimensional grid point matrix 

where grade assignments to each grid point are accomplished 

using the interpolation technique known as kriging. 

Three-dimensional grid models have been widely 

accepted in the minerals industry due to their simple, 

systematic structure. This feature facilitates the task 

of developing software for using the model. The STPM 

model can have its vertical dimension set at 1.0 to effec

tively convert it to a two-dimensional model which is ideal 

for modeling flat-lying, tabular coal seams. These advan

tages of the regular grid model justify its use. 
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Table 3.1 Sample Data File Example 

Rec Prec Succ Sample Northing Easting Thick Ash SuI. No. Rec. Rec. Number 

1 -999 5 110 4213. 16385. 52. 17.23 3.22 

2 -999 3 210 381l. 12212. 55. 19.25 3.02 

3 2 8 220 3712. 12840. 48. 18.25 2.16 

4 -999 10 310 8722. 19225. 46. 15.70 2.67 

5 1 9 120 4320. 16921. 56. 20.63 3.41 

6 -999 7 410 6267. 10710. 44. 19.21 2.90 

7 6 12 420 6680. 10930. 49. 18.25 3.33 

8 3 14 230 3550. 12660. 52. 23.22 3.13 

9 5 -999 130 4141. 16070. 56. 19.06 2.80 

10 4 11 320 8100. 19500. 55. 16.67 2.20 

11 10 13 330 8450. 19770. 47. 18.50 2.50 

12 7 -999 430 6464. 10638. 48. 20.90 3.13 

13 11 -999 340 8793. 19430. 50. 21. 20 2.64 

14 8 -999 240 3600. 12856. 51. 17.00 2.47 

15 -999 16 

16 15 17 

17 16 18 

18 17 19 

19 18 20 

20 19 -999 
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Table 3 . 2 . Example of Index File 

Mine Beginning Ending No. of 
Code Record Record Records 

Ml 1 9 3 

M2 2 14 4 

M3 4 13 4 

M4 6 12 3 

AV 15 20 6 

Kriging is an interpolation technique that provides 

the best, unbiased estimation of values for a regionalized 

variable as measured by the variance of the estimation error. 

It is a geostatistical technique that assigns weights to 

samples at known points for subsequent grade estimation at 

unsampled points. These weights are assigned such that the 

variance of the estimation error is minimized. Since kriging 

statistically provides the best, unbiased estimation of 

unknown grade values, and the goal of any mineralization 

modeling effort is to accurately describe the deposit as 

best as possible, the use of this interpolation technique is 

justified. 

The STPM model file structure was designed for 

selective updating. The model is segmented into equal sized 

blocks and stored as a direct access disk file. As new 

sampling information becomes available only those blocks 

containing grid points whose values are affected by the new 



information are re-interpolated. Since kriging is a rela

tively expensive interpolation technique with regard to 

computing time, this selective updating feature results in 

a definite cost saving. Figure 3.1 shows a plan view of a 

4 block model constructed to cover a portion of a coal seam. 

In this illustration, an example of the relationship be

tween the model blocks and the grid points is given. 

The grade assigned to each grid point is extended 
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to the volume of material surrounding it (i.e., halfway to 

all adjacent points). Definition in the model is a function 

of this volume of ground represented by each grid point. 

The smaller the volume of ground the more detail the model 

provides, as long as enough sample data are present to give 

such detail. It follows that the mineralization model can 

be used for short- or long-range mine planning depending on 

the definition of the model which in turn is dependent on 

the amount of sample information present. 

Revisions to the STPM model building programs were 

made to make them more user-friendly. These revisions were 

threefold. 

In order to incorporate the newly developed direct 

access sample data file, the STPM modeling programs had to 

be revised. The programs were given the capability of 

selectively accessing the chain of records containing 

sampling information for the mine whose coal reserves are 

being modeled. 
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Various parameters concerning the STPM model were 

stored on a sequential access master file. This information 

included the size, location, and definition of the model, 

data pertaining to the amount of sampling information avail

able per block, and dates when each block in the model was 

last updated. Whenever new sampling information was added 

and a block of the model was updated, an entire new master 

file had to be created to incorporate the updated informa

tion. To avoid confusion as to which file was the most up 

to date it was decided to do away with this multiple master 

file setup by changing the file type from sequential access 

to direct access. The direct access file type results in 

one updatable master file for modeling purposes. The STPM 

programs were subsequently changed to accommodate this 

different master file. 

The STPM model had the capacity to store informa

tion on one coal variable only. If one required values for 

coal thickness, ash, and sulfur for planning purposes, three 

model files would have to be built, stored and maintained. 

To help alleviate this multiple file situation the capacity 

of the model was expanded so that information for up to 

three coal variables may now be stored on one file. The 

modeling programs were revised to accommodate this expanded 

model. 



Coal Reserve Calculation and 
Long-Range Planning 

Calculation of coal reserves and development of a 

long-range mining plan to extract those reserves are two 

planning tasks that can be accomplished for underground 

coal deposits through the proper use of a mineralization 

model and a cut generator program. For the purpose of this 

discussion it will be assumed that values for coal thick-

ness, ash content, and sulfur content have been stored 

in a mineralization model built with the STPM system of 

programs. 

Calculating the coal reserve is a relatively easy 

exercise. The procedure involves reading the stored value 

for coal thickness at each grid point and applying that 

thickness to the area influenced by the grid point to 

~roduce a volume figure. By adding up the volumes for 

all the grid points having a mineable coal thickness and 

located within the property line of the mining company, a 

total volume of mineable coal is determined. This figure 

is then divided by a tonnage factor and multiplied by an 

average percent extraction factor to arrive at a net mine-

able reserve. 

To do this procedure on the computer, a cut gen-

erator program called RETRS2 was developed. This program 

allows the user to define the area within the property line 

by submitting coordinates for each node of the polygon or 
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polygons formed by the ownership boundaries. All model 

grid points within the perimeters of these polygons having 

a mineable coal thickness are summarized to produce a coal 

reserve tonnage figure with associated average grades for 

ash and sulfur content. 

Once this mineable reserve has been determined a 

long-range mining plan to completely extract it can be 

developed. The long-range mine planner's objective is to 

devise a mining sequence in increments of a year or more 

that will satisfy the schedule of production targets 

established for the property over its mine life. To 
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achieve this goal the planning engineer will layout a 

series of mining cuts, say for one year's production, cal

culate a composite tonnage and grade, and see if the results 

are reasonably close to target values. If so, the next 

year's planned production will be laid out. If not, the 

current layout is reworked until the targets are met. 

To assist the planning engineer in this trial and 

error procedure for testing different cut configurations, 

Program R£TRS2 can again be used in conjunction with the 

STPM model. Figure 3.2 shows a set of mining cuts consti

tuting a long-range mining plan. These cuts are described 

to the computer by inputting their coordinates. All model 

points within the perimeters of these outlined cuts are 

summarized to produce composite coal quantity and quality 
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Figure 3.2 . Cut Layouts for Long-range Mining Plan 

figures. These figures can be compared to target values 

and appropriate actions taken. 

The use of Program RETRS2 in conjunction with the 

STPM model provides a useful mine planning tool for quick 
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reserve calculations, and evaluation of different mining 

sequences. Such computer capability is helpful to the 

planning engineer for devising and revising long-range 

mining plans based on management's current long term 

economic forecast for the mine. 

Short-range Mine Planning 
and Production Scheduling 

For underground coal deposits, short-range mine 

planning involves the breakdown of the long-range plan into 

the individual working areas and scheduling the advance in 

each of these areas in time increments ranging from weeks 

to years. Production scheduling is basically the same 
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except the individual working faces in each working area are 

scheduled on a shift by shift or daily basis. To clarify 

terminology, a working area refers to, say, a three entry 

shortwall development configuration, whereas a working 

face refers to a single entry within this configuration. 

Short-range mine planning in this context can be 

done by utilizing Program RETRS2 and the STPM model of the 

coal deposit. For example, mining cuts can be laid out 

representing expected monthly advance in each working area. 

The size of these monthly cuts in each working area would 

depend on historical averages for productivity for the 

continuous miner and crew scheduled to work the area, and 

anticipated ground conditions in the area for the months 

ahead. In order to be reasonably accurate with the tonnage 



and grade predictions for these monthly mining cuts, an 

underground sampling program must be implemented to ensure 

a level of detail in the mineralization model corrunensurate 

with this level of planning. Baafi (1983, pp. 87-100) des

cribes a methodology for determining optimal sampling 

patterns for short-range mine planning. 

The short-range mining plan produced using Program 

RETRS2 and the STPM model incorporates the knowledge of 

the planning engineer in laying out reasonable advance in 

each working area based on localized mining conditions. 

This helps ensure a workable plan for mine operators to 

follow. A workable plan should always be the top priority 

of any short-range planning effort. The plan produced does 

not, however, specifically address short-range goals of 

the mine owner concerning coal quality. For example, if 

the mine owner happened to be a utility company, then a 

workable short-range mining plan that also minimizes the 

composite sulfur or ash content of the coal mined each 

month is more beneficial than just a workable mining plan. 

Is such a plan possible given the operational constraints 

in an underground coal mine? The answer is yes under cer

tain circumstances. In order to have some control over 

coal quality in the mine plan, the mine must have spare 

working areas to allow a choice, say on a weekly basis, 
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with regard to which areas mining crews will be assigned. 

The decision would be dictated by the coal quality objective 



of the short-range mine plan subject to overriding opera

tional priorities fOl~ certain working areas. For example, 

minimizing the composite sulfur content of mined coal could 

be the objective with optimal assignment of crews subject 

to a shortwall panel having operational priority. 

In general, well run mines usually do have spare 

working areas available and, therefore, development of a 

short-range planning routine that does address management's 

coal quality goals is worthwhile. with this in mind, 

Program COMPF2 was developed to determine the optimal 

assignment of crews to specific working areas based on the 

coal quality objective of the mining plan. This program 

can be used for crew assignment to specific working areas 

or working faces depending on the level of planning. It 

utilizes the same 0-1 integer programming algorithm for 

optimization as a similar program developed earlier by 

Baafi (1983, pp. 37-43) • Features incorporated into Pro-

gram COMPF2 that were not a part of Baafi's approach in-

clude: 

1. The user may specify certain time periods when a 

given working area must be worked. This allows 

the mine planner to establish various levels of 

operational priority and also provides a way of 

incorporating the mine planner's judgment in the 

development of the optimal plan to ensure work

ability. 
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2. The user may specify an individual mining rate for 

each mining machine in the system based on indivi

dual machine productivity figures. This helps 

provide the detail required from a short-range mining 

plan. 

3. Use of a single data file containing the necessary 

predicted grade information for all available work

ing areas. Previously each area had a separate 

file. 

These features give Program COMPF2 added flexibility to 

better account for the realities of mining and also make 

the program easier to use. 

The 0-1 integer programming algorithm used by Baafi 

was retained because it handles the crew assignment problem 

so well. There are only two possible modes of action for 

each working area during any given time frame; mine it or 

do not mine it. In 0-1 integer programming, there are only 

two possible solution values for each decision variable in 

the problem, namely a or 1. By letting the working areas 

be the decision variables and letting a solution value of 

1 indicate mining and a indicate no mining, the crew assign

ment problem can be easily formulated using this technique. 

other optimizing techniques, such as linear programming, 

which only limit the solution values of the decision vari

ables to non negative numbers, would not provide the yes 

or no type of answer which is being sought here. The 



benefits of using mUltiple objective optimizing techniques 

would be severely hindered by the number of constraints 

needed to produce a workable plan for an operating mine 

and, therefore, these techniques were not considered. 
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Program COMPF2 has the capability to perform both 

the short-range mine planning task and the production sched

uling task. For successful use of the program in either 

task, the need for the mineralization model to accurately 

capture the insitu variability of coal quality is of para

mount importance. In order to achieve such detail in the 

model, an on-going underground sampling program must be set 

up and the information from this program incorporated into 

the model in a timely manner. 



CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MINE PLANNING SYSTEM 
AT AN UNDERGROUND COAL MINE 

A brief review of the programs constituting the 

revised mine planning system is given below to summarize 

the tools developed to generate mining plans. 

RCRAN: Data file management program for storage 

and retrieval of sample data. 

STPMI-5: Mineralization modeling programs for 

creating, updating, and displaying a 

kriged model of the deposit. 

RETRS2: Mining cut generator program for des-

cribing the mine layout. Used in reserve 

calculations, long-range planning, short-

range planning, and production scheduling. 

COMPF2: Program for producing optimal short-range 

mining plans o~.production schedules based 

on the coal quality goals of management. 

A 0-1 integer programming algorithm is 

used for optimization purposes. 

This system was applied at an underground coal 

mine in Indiana County, Pennsylvania to demonstrate its 

use with real data. The objective of this demonstration 
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was to produce a first quarter mining plan for the period 

January-March 1982. The mine selected for the demonstra-

tion uses both room and pillar and shortwall mining methods. 

Continuous miners are used at all working faces. 

During this demonstration, difficulties were 

encountered. These included the handling of out-of-seam 

dilution material produced during mining and the handling 

of the reject material segregated from run-of-mine coal 

during beneficiation. Another problem was a lack of 

sufficient sampling information to provide the model de-

tail needed to produce a first quarter mine plan. Before 

going into the details of the development of the first 

quarter plan and a discussion of the results, these prob-

lems will be discussed and actions taken to account for 

them will be presented. 

In-seam to As-delivered 
Coal Adjustments 

The mineralization model developed for this demon-

stration contains estimates for in-seam coal thickness, 

ash content, and sulfur content. In underground coal 

mining, the run-of-mine (ROM) coal is the mixture of this 

in-seam coal and extraneous rock material known as out-of-

seam dilution (OSD). The dilution material is taken along 

with the coal seam for two reasons; to ensure a minimum 

mining height for the continuous miner when mining a thin 

seam of coal, and to ensure more stable roof and floor 



conditions by intentionally removing any weak rock strata 

adjacent to the coal seam. At the Homer City generating 

station this ROM coal is put through mechanical separation 

processes, i.e., a Bradford breaker and air tables, before 

being stockpiled for either cleaning or use as direct 

feed to the power plant. This stockpiled coal is called 

as-delivered coal. Figure 4.1 is a flow diagram showing 

the transformation of in-seam coal to as-delivered coal. 

Out-of-Seam Dilution 

(050) 
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Figure 4.1. In-seam Coal to As-delivered Coal Flow Chart 

In order for the mine planning results to be of 

practical use they must account for these mining and pro

cessing realities. Therefore any in-seam coal prediction 

results must be adjusted to as-delivered values. To do 

these adjustments some assumptions must be made concerning 

the amount of OSD material mined, the amount of reject 



material, and quality information concerning both OSO and 

reject material. The assumptions made for this demonstra-

tion are summarized in Tables 4.1. and 4.2. 

Table 4.1. Assumed Values for Amounts of Out-of-Seam 
Oilution Material (080) and Reject Material 

In-Seam Coal Inches OSO OSO 
Coal Height Sp.Gr. OSO Sp.Gr. wgt% 

30 36 in. 1.49 7 2.8 28.2 

36 42 in. 1. 47 6 2.8 22.7 

> 42 in. 1. 46 4 2.8 13.2 

% Rejects = 16.81 

Table 4.2. Qualities Assumed for Out-of-Seam Dilution 
Material (OSO) and Reject Material 

Type of Material % Ash % Sulfur 

Out-of-Seam dilution 90.00 Same as coal 

Reject material 62.25 3.57 
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The calculations involved in using these assumptions 

to adjust the in-seam values to as-delivered values can best 

be explained by an example. To compute as-delivered tons 

(TO) the following two formulas must be used: 

TROM = (tc * A * dw * Sc + toso * A * dw * SOSD)/2000 lb/ton 

(4 • 1 ) 

where TROM = Run-of-mine coal tonnage before 

passing through the Bradford breaker 

and air tables. 



tc = in-seam coal thickness in feet 

A = area mined in square feet 

dw = density of water (62.4 Ib/ ft 3) 

Sc = specific gravity of coal 

tOSD = feet of out-of-seam dilution material 

SOSD = specific gravity of out-of-seam dilu

tion material 
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TD = (1 - %rej./100) * TROM (4.2) 

where TD = as-delivered tons coal 

Consider a situation where the total area mined in 

2 one month amounted to 81000 ft. and the average thickness 

of the coal seam in this area was 54.4 in. The as-delivered 

tons for the month would be calculated in the following 

manner. Based on a coal seam height of 54.4 in. the follow-

ing assumed values from Table 4.1. would be selected: 

sp.gr. of coal = 1.46 

avg. out-of-seam dilution = 4 in. 

sp.gr. of out-of-seam dilution = 2.8 

Then, from Equations 4.1. and 4.2: 

T
ROM 

= [(54.4/12 ft) (81000 ft2) (62.4 Ib/ ft 3) (1.46) + 

(4/12 ft) (81000 ft2) (62.4 Ib/ft3 )(2.8) )/2000 Ib/ton 

TROM = 19085 tons 

TD = (1 - 16.81/100) * 19085 

TD = 15877 tons 
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To compute the ash content of the as-delivered coal 

tonnage the following 2 formulas must be used: 

% AshROM = [(100 - % OSD) * % AShr _s + % OSD * % ASH
OSD

] 

/ 100 (4 .3) 

where % AshROM --
fl ash content of ROM coal 

% AShr _s = ash content of in-seam coal 

% OSD = % (by weight) of OSD material 

% AshOSD = ash content of OSD material 

(4 .4) 

where = ash content of delivered coal 

% AshROM = ash content of ROM coal 

2, 
0 AshREJ = ash content of reject material 

TD = as-delivered coal tonnage 

TROM = run-of-mine coal tonnage 

TREJ = tons of reject material 

Continuing with the previous numerical example showing the 

tonnage adjustment, assume that the average ash content of 

the in-seam coal mined during the month was 18.89%. The 

ash content of the as-delivered coal for the month would be 

calculated in the following manner. Based on a coal seam 

height of 54.4 in. Table 4.1. shows a value of 13.2% for 

% OSD. Table 4.2. shows values of 90% for % AshOSD and 

62.25% for % AshREJ . Then from Equation 4.3: 



% AshROM = [(100 - 13.2) * 18.89 + 13.2 * 90] / 100 

% AshROM = 28.28% 

From a material balance on tonnage, 

TREJ = TROM - TD 

TREJ = 19085 - 15877 = 3208 

Then, from Equation 4.4: 

% AshD = [19085 * 28.28 - 3208 * 62.25] / 15877 

% AshD = 21.42% 

To compute the sulfur content of the as-delivered 

coal tonnage the following two formulas must be used: 
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% SU
ROM 

= % Su
1

_
S 

(4.5) 

where the variable names are self-explanatory. 

Suppose that in the previous numerical example the sulfur 

content of the in-seam coal mined during the month was 2.6%. 

The sulfur content of the as-delivered coal for the month 

would be calculated in the following manner. Table 4.2. 

shows a value of 3.57% for % sUREJ and assumes the sulfur 

content of the OSD material to be the same as the in-seam 

coal. Then, from Equations 4.5. and 4.6: 

% SUROM = 2.6% 

= [19085 * 2.6 - 3208 * 3.57] / 15877 

= 2.40% 



The values shown in Table 4.1. for amounts of out

of-seam dilution are global average figures for the Upper 

Freeport coal seam as calculated by the John T. Boyd Co. 
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of Pittsburgh, PA. (1981). The mine at which this applica

tion of the system was demonstrated is in the Upper Freeport 

seam, hence the use of these values. The value used for % 

reject material in Table 4.1. is an actual average percentage 

provided by mine personnel. The values assumed for the 

quality of the OSD material, as shown on Table 4.2., are 

again average figures compiled by the Boyd Co. (1981). 

The quality values shown for reject material are based on 

2 grab samples of the Homer City refuse pile taken in 1982. 

The unfortunate circumstance of having to use such 

rough assumptions for these adjustment calculations after 

so much time and effort was spent in building a model to 

provide the best estimates of the in-seam coal character

istics cannot be overstated. The fact remains however that 

the mine planning results must be presented in terms of as

delivered quantities and qualities if they are to be of 

practical use. Therefore, in order to provide better pre

dictions of net mine product under actual operating condi

tions, better data are needed on the quantity and quality 

of OSD material added during mining and reject material 

thrown away during beneficiation. 



Need for More Sampling Information 

Figure 4.2. is a plan view showing the location of 

the sampling points at the mine. These samples were used 

to build the mineralization model. On the average, these 

sampling points are approximately 2000 feet apart. The 

model grid point spacing selected was 100 feet by 100 feet. 

The reason for choosing this spacing was to have the volume 

of. coal represented by each grid point of the model be 

reasonably close in magnitude to the average volume of 

coal extracted by a continuous miner in a development 

section of the mine in one week. This level of detail is 

required for short-range mine planning. 

A problem arose because this model detail could 

not be obtained with any reasonable level of confidence 

due to the limited amount of sampling data available. 

The kriged values assigned to each grid point had an 

overall high kriging variance due to the close grid spacing 

and the insufficient sampling density to support it. In 

order to plan on a monthly basis with some degree of confi

dence, Baafi (1983, p. 98) suggests that samples in the 

immediate mining areas be taken approximately every 150 

feet. Based on this figure, one can conclude that in 

order to produce usable plans on a short term basis a 

comprehensive chip or channel sampling program must be 

set up at the mine. This information must be routinely 
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added to the sample data bank and be used to update the 

mineralization model at regular intervals. 

An abbreviated channel sampling program was ini-

tiated at the mine where the planning system was to be 

demonstrated. Channel samples were taken in the vicinity 

of each active working area although lack of funds and 

lack of time prevented taking a sample every 150 ft. as 

recommended by Baafi. Nevertheless the additional sampling 

information improved the definition of the mineralization 

model in the active mining areas enabling a reasonable first 

quarter plan to be developed. 

Development of a First 
Quarter Mine Plan 

After spending considerable time and effort in 

addressing the problems discussed above, the main task of 

demonstrating the use of the mine planning system was 

undertaken. 

The procedure followed in this demonstration effort 

was: 

1. Load the available sample data via Program RCHAN 

and build a mineralization model via the STPM 

system. 

2. Generate coal quality information for potential 

mining cuts for the quarter within the confines 

of the established long-range mining plan via use 

of Program RETRS2. 



3. Determine the optimal mining plan for the quarter 

via Program COMPF2. 

Although this procedure does not include use of the system 

for ore reserve calculations and long-range planning, it 

still provides a demonstration of the use of the entire 

system since these tasks are just additional applications 

of the cut generator program, RETRS2. 

Mineralization Model Creation 

The first task in this mine planning effort was to 

enter the available sampling data in the sample data file 

via the use of Program RCHAN. A listing of the 81 drill 

holes and channel samples entered is presented in Table 

4.3. Thickness, ash, ana sulfur values were stored for 

each sample. This information was then used to build a 

mineralization model of the deposit using the STPM pro

grams. Revised variograms developed in October, 1981 for 

thickness, ash, and sulfur values at the mine were used in 

the kriging calculations. These variogram parameters are 

summarized in Table 4.4. The model values generated at 

each grid point were contoured for display purposes. 

Examples of these contour plots (one for thickness, one 

for ash, and one for sulfur) covering a portion of the 

model are shown in Figures 4.3., 4.4., and 4.5. 
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Table 4 .3. Samples Used in Mineralization Modeling Effort 

No. Northing Easting No. Northing Easting 

W-l 424620. 1586590. 1 422111. 1582225. 
CRC-15 422301. 1584329. 110 422960. 15842~.i0 . 

B-8 416480. 1588330. B-7 418660. 1584285. 
B-6 420860. 1583320. 2 422272. 1581924. 
B-1 417340. 1581560. 109 423370. 1585730. 

CRC-4 422075. 1581198. CRC-8 419782. 1580073. 
H2-1/4L-2 419000. 1589800. H2-3/2vJMl 423400. 1586700. 

W-7 425610. 1580190. t'1-6 425030. 1584000. 
PN-30 416201. 1585230. W-4 423128. 1589559. 

W-10 419095. 1589907. 878 417030. 1586420. 
3 423641. 1583836. 124 423248. 1583843. 

123 423809. 1584580. 122 425240. 1585402. 
121 425260. 1585402. 1430 422112. 1586744. 

1431 423507. 1581427. 120 422444. 1582619. 
119 422375. 1582680. 9 423068. 1582714. 

7 425609. 1585000. 8 425833. 1585357. 
117 422160. 1594720. W-3 423040. 1594220. 

4 424015. 1596350. 5 423216. 1595470. 
6 423041. 1594935. 104 420840. 1594030. 

105 418130. 1591840. 106 422190. 1590200. 
115 419880. 1594840. 116 424013. 1597200. 
118 421600. 1594070. N-19 425351. 1592633. 

W-14 421808. 1592606. 867 419451. 1598202. 
1429 421938. 1596441. 872 418331. 1599483. 

871 419420. 1597020. 870 420175. 1599813. 
869 418854. 1597992. 868 418400. 1596300. 

H2-5/3L-l 423000. 1592400. CRC-I0 419509. 1592407. 
N-60 416881. 1597399. 101 424430. 1595950. 

103 422690. 1594010. 1432 420613. 1594240. 
102 423490. 1595170. 483 433151. 1581070. 
331 433536. 1589630. B-16 427570. 1585270. 

CRC-18 430715. 1585757. CRC-19 427959. 1581964. 
108 427550. 1588360. 107 429060. 1589830. 

H2-3N-l 429500. 1589300. H2-42P-l 426300. 1588700. 
W-9 429270. 1580200. W-8 429443. 1588423. 

1416 434997. 1580619. W-2 426420. 1582660. 
1439 433196. 1585997. 1440 432334. 1590202. 
1464 433600. 1591087. 1466 433937. 1591293. 
W-18 427957. 1594938. MCCRAE 426430. 1590010. 
W-12 429675. 1594460. W-13 426270. 1593850. 

125 430300. 1590650. 



Table 4 .4. Variogram Parameters 
fliodeling Effort 

Parameter Thickness 

Sill 38.5 (in 2 ) 

Nugget 8.5 (in 2 ) 

C-Value (C
1 

) 14.0 ( in 2 ) 

Range (a 1 ) 2500.0 ft. 

C-Value (C
2 

) 16.0 (in 2 ) 

Range (a
2 

) 10000.0 ft. 

Cut Generation and Creation 
of Coal Quality File 
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Used in Mineralization 

Ash Sulfur 

18.0 (% ) 1. 28 (% ) 

2.0 (% ) 0.37 (% ) 

7.0 ( %) 0.91 ( %) 

3500.0 ft. 10000. ft. 

9.0 (% ) 

10000.0 ft. 

A 1:2400 scale plan map of the mine was utilized for 

laying out the projected advance in each working area for 

the quarter. These quarterly projections were then sub-

divided into increments that would roughly coincide with the 

scheduling time frame to be utilized in Program COMPF2. 

For this particular case it was decided that the program 

would select specific areas to be worked on a weekly basis 

throughout the quarter. Therefore, weekly increments were 

selected for the subdivision procedure. 

To determine the size of these increments, average 

weekly advance figures in units of feet/week had to be cal-

culated for the different configurations of devele,::,.lent sec-

tions (i.e., three entry shortwall development, four and 

five entry mains development) and shortwall production sec-

tions. The results of these calculations are presented in 

Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5. Weekly Advance Figures for Development and 
Production Areas 

Section Description 

Shortwall Production Panels 

3-Entry Shortwall Development 

4-Entry Mains Development 

5-Entry Mains Development 

Average Weekly Advance 
(feet/week) 

215. 

140. 

107. 

84. 

The figures in Table 4.5. are based on the productivity 

figures of 140 tons/shift for development sections and 413 
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tons/shift for shortwall production sections. These figures 

are historical averages of monthly productivity figures at 

the mine for the period March 1981 through April 1982. A 

portion of the mine map showing an example of the subdivided 

projected advance in three different working areas is shown 

in Figure 4.6. 

All planned mining cuts were input to Program RETRS2 

which, in conjunction with the STPM model, calculated tonnage 

and grade predictions for each cut and wrote this information 

on a sequential access file for subsequent use by Program 

COMPF2. Table 4.6. shows an example of the information 

stored on this file. The tonnage computed for each incre-

mental mining cut is calculated from the area covered by 

the increment, the thickness value assigned, a tonnage 

factor of 25 ft 3 /ton and an extraction ratio of 0.5 for 

development sections and 1.0 for shortwall production 



Scale: 111 = 200 1 

Figure 4.6. Layout of Projected Advance in Three 
Development Sections 
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Table 4.6. Example of Tonnage and Grade Information 
Provided by Program RETRS2 

Cut Desc. In-seam Coal In-seam In-seam As-deliver. 
Thick. (In. ) Ash (Pct) Sulfur (Pct) Tons 

20/A BUTT 47.04 15.90 1. 90 2592. 

20/A BUTT 46.60 15.90 1.87 2571. 

20/A BUTT 45.74 15.89 1.83 2530. 

20/A BUTT 45.49 15.86 1. 81 2518. 

20/A BUTT 46.73 15.63 1. 78 2577. 

20/A BUTT 46.99 15.63 1. 77 2589. 

20/A BUTT 47.24 15.69 1. 77 2601. 

20/A BUTT 47.63 15.59 1. 77 2620. 

20/A BUTT 47.74 15.93 1. 80 2625. 

20/A BUT'l' 47.93 16.04 1. 82 2634. 

20/A BUTT 48.19 16.28 1.84 2646. 

sections. This in-seam tonnage value is then adjusted to an 

as-delivered value using the assumptions and procedure pre-

viously described. The reason for adjusting to as-delivered 

values for tonnage at this stage in the planning exercise 

is that the productivity figures for the mine are given in 

terms of as-delivered tons. Since these productivity num-

bers were used in the calculation of average weekly advance 

figures which in turn were used for laying out the weekly 

increments on the mine map, it follows that the tonnage 

computed by the program for these weekly increments should 

also be as-delivered tons. Grades for ash and sulfur, 
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however, are not adjusted to as-delivered values at this 

time. Adjustment of these is not feasible on an individual 

area basis due to lack of ash and sulfur grade information 

for reject material at this level of detail. Because of 

this, the conversion of ash and sulfur to as-delivered values 

is not done until the composite mine planning results on 

a monthly basis are generated. This does not occur until 

the very end of the mine planning exercise. 

Besides providing tonnage and grade values, the 

running of Program RETRS2 allows one to plot the projected 

mining cuts on the computer generated contour maps of the 

model. This plot is useful for checking the accuracy of 

the data submitted. Figure 4.7 shows the projected mining 

cuts for part of this mine plan plotted on a sulfur contour 

map of part of the model. 

Use of Program COMPF2 

Production records for the mine show that, as of 

January 1, 1982, there were eleven active working areas. 

Each of these areas had its projected advance for at least 

the first quarter outlined on the 1:2400 scale map of the 

mine. Descriptions of the eleven working areas are given 

in Table 4.7. These descriptions also identify the new 

panels expected to start sometime during the quarter to 

replace those panels that will be completed during the 

quarter. 
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Table 4.7. Descriptions of Active Working Areas 

Area No. Description 

I 2 North 

2 8 Right / 3 East 

3 8 Right / 10 East 

4 13 South / 3 Left 

5 A Butt 

6 2 West Right 

7 2 West Left 

8 Muddy Run Left / C Butt 

9 Muddy Run Right / Muddy Run 

10 B Butt 

11 8 Right Shortwall Prod. 

In actual practice two of these eleven working areas 

are considered spare or of secondary importance. That is, 

crews are assigned to these areas only when problems exist 

in some of the other areas making advance impossible. 

This happens so often that the spare areas are actually 

projected by mine planning personnel to be worked two 

shifts/day. Although at times all eleven areas will be 

worked during the same shift, on the average only nine 

areas record advance in anyone shift. Reasons for this 

include absenteeism, mechanical breakdowns, ground control 

problems, and other operations related factors. In the mine 

planning exercise performed for the first quarter, the focus 
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of the planning was shifted from this viewpoint of nine 

primary and two secondary areas to an equal consideration of 

all areas. Such a change in viewpoint was needed to fulfill 

the coal quality objective of this plan, namely, to minimize 

the sulfur content of the mined coal. Operational pri

orities were still covered in the mine plan, however. 

Program COMPF2 was utilized to select the nine working 

areas out of the eleven available that should be mined each 

week to produce an optimal mining plan with regard to mini

mizing the sulfur content of the mined coal. 

In order to stay as close to reality as possible, 

the program used individual machine productivities rather 

than overall mine averages. Also, operational priorities 

were given to certain sections in the mine. Individual 

productivity figures in units or tons per week were calcu

lated from monthly machine averages for the months of 

September, 1981 through May, 1982. The results are shown in 

Table 4.8. 

Priority status was given to the shortwall section 

and to shortwall development entries in 3 East and 8 Right / 

10 East. This operational priority means that these areas 

are selected to be mined each week regardless of their 

sulfur content. The reason for giving priority to the 

shortwall section is that the shortwall mining method is 

the most productive method used at the mine and therefore 

must be mined as often as possible to meet mine production 



Table 4.8. Individual Machine Productivity Figures 

Area No. Unit No. Tons/Week 

1 21 1643. 

2 22 2421. 

3 15 2381. 

4 9/11 1813. 

5 20 2605. 

6 19 2142. 

7 13 2221. 

8 17 2109. 

9 12 1864. 

10 16 2147. 

11 14/18 5266. 

requirements. In order to have projected shortwall sec

tions ready for future mining, development of these 

sections must also be given a priority status. 
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After running Program COMPF2, the results of the 

selection process for each of the twelve weeks covered in 

the first quarter were checked to ensure that each working 

area was mined at least two weeks out of each month. If 

this condition was not satisfied, the particular sections 

in violation were forced to be selected by the program for 

two weeks out of each month and the program was rerun. By 

doing this all active sections were advanced to some degree 

during each month in the quarter with the low sulfur 



sections being worked on a more continual basis than the 

others (excepting the priority shortwall and shortwall 

development sections). This resulted in a more realistic 

simulation of overall monthly mine advance and ensured 

compliance with the long-range mining plan. In a sense, 

Program COMPF2 categorizes areas of secondary importance 

as those that happen to be in high sulfur coal at the time 

with no operational priority assigned. 
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The weekly and monthly mine planning results from 

Program COMPF2 for the quarter are summarized in Table 4.9. 

In addition, Figure 4.8. shows the scheduled monthly ad

vance in a portion of the mine plotted on a 1:12000 scale 

sulfur contour map. The plan is thus presented both visu

ally and quantitatively. Program COMPF2 also breaks down 

the tonnage and grade information by working section. This 

information was used to produce Table 4.10. which shows the 

monthly targets for each section. To complete the mine 

planning exercise the composite ash and sulfur grades for 

each month were adjusted from in-seam values to as-delivered 

values following the procedure laid out earlier in this 

chapter. The final planning results for the first quarter 

of 1982 in terms of these adjusted figures are presented in 

Table 4.11. 

Remarks 

Table 4.12. shows a comparison of the monthly 

planning results with actual production figures for the 
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Table 4.9. First Quarter Mine Planning Results from 
Program CO.t-1PF2. 

Month Week Minable Composite Grades 
Tonnages Thick Ash Sulfur 

1 21948. 52.17 18.36 2.50 

2 22406. 51.64 18.07 2.46 

3 22003. 52.29 18.90 2.66 

4 21836. 50.93 17.62 2.47 
---

Jan 88193. 51.76 18.24 2.52 

5 22172. 51.19 17.79 2.36 

6 22281. 51.74 18.19 2.61 

7 22411. 51.75 18.09 2.49 

8 21614. 52.35 18.50 2.63 

Feb 88478. 51.75 18.14 2.52 

9 22132. 50.96 17.66 2.35 

10 22121. 51.23 17.90 2.47 

11 22444. 51.24 18.07 2.47 

12 22444. 51. 34 18.12 2.47 

Mar 89141. 51.19 17.94 2.44 
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Table 4.10. Monthly Production Target for Each Working 
Section in the Mine 

Section Month Tonnage Thick. Ash Sulfur 

2 NORTH JAN 5588. 47.64 17.26 1.46 
FEB 5588. 49.20 18.02 1.51 
MAR 5588. 50.62 18.89 1. 55 

8 RIGHT/ JAN 7263. 54.45 19.96 3.05 
3 EAST FEB 9684. 55.18 21.55 3.18 

MAR 7263. 55.22 21. 81 3.34 

8 RIGHT/ JAN 9524. 52.85 18.76 3.22 
10 EAST FEB 7143. 53.27 18.94 3.11 

MAR 7143. 54.17 20.35 3.24 

13 SOUTH/ JAN 3626. 53.27 19.85 3.41 
3 LEFT FEB 3626. 53.45 19.52 3.39 

MAR 1813. 53.32 19.39 3.40 

A BUTT JAN 7815. 46.45 15.90 . 1. 87 
FEB 7815. 46.45 15.70 1. 79 
MAR 10420. 47.66 15.83 1. 79 

2WESTRT JAN 6426. 47.80 14.79 1. 74 
FEB 6426. 47.82 15.33 1. 80 
MAR 8568. 48.32 15.97 1. 88 

2WESTLT JAN 6663. 49.29 13.99 1.69 
FEB 6663. 48.91 13.98 1. 71 
MAR 8884. 47.96 14.46 1. 75 

MRUNLT/ JAN 6327. 52.91 19.28 2.02 
C BUTT FEB 8436. 52.77 19.85 2.08 

MAR 4218. 52.91 21. 83 2.32 

MRUNRT/ JAN 7456. 51.62 19.80 2.02 
MRUN FEB 5592. 51.88 20.19 2.12 

MAR 5592. 51.94 20.44 2.20 

B BUTT JAN 6441. 50.40 17.14 2.18 
FEB 6441. 48.84 16.17 2.04 
MAR 8588. 47.45 16.16 1. 96 

8 RIGHT SW JAN 21064. 55.25 20.13 3.33 
FEB 21064. 54.57 18.57 3.32 
MAR 21064. 54.04 18.00 3.13 
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Table 4.1l. First Quarter Mine Planning Results--
As-delivered Values 

Month Tons Ash Sulfur 

January 88193. 20.53 2.31 

February 88478. 20.43 2.31 

March 89141. 20.22 2.21 

Table 4.12. Monthly Planning Results vs. Actual Production 
Figures 

Mine Planning: Results Actual Production 

Month Tons Ash SuI Tons Ash SuI 

Jan 88193. 20.53 2.31 80122. 23.55 2.74 

Feb 88478. 20.43 2.31 95317. 24.09 2.67 

Mar 89141. 20.22 2.21 108146. 24.05 2.62 

first quarter of 1982. The monthly planning estimates show 

a lower sulfur content for the mined coal. This was to be 

expected since Program COMPF2 assigned crews to the avail-

able working areas with this objective in mind, whereas, 

the actual production figures resulted from crew assign-

ment that did not explicitly consider the composite quality 

of the coal produced during each month. 

It has been demonstrated that Program COMPF2 has 

the flexibility to incorporate operational priorities and 

constraints into a short-range mining plan. Although this 

capabili ty someltlhat hinders the development of the theore-

tically optimal plan with respect to coal quality it is of 



absolute necessity in producing a realistic, workable 

short-range mining plan. 
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The planning results produced by the program can be 

used for a variety of purposes by mine personnel. The 

contour map, with the predicted mining advance superimposed, 

gives mine planners an accurate picture of the predicted 

face locations at future dates. Potential bottlenecks such 

as shortwall development not staying sufficiently ahead of 

the advancing shortwall panels can be easily spotted. 

Supplies required in each working area can be more closely 

estimated based on the scheduled advance in each section. 

Shift foremen can become more involved in the overall mine 

plan by seeing how close they can keep each section to its 

scheduled advance. The predicted tonnage and grade figures 

for future production can be used in any written or oral 

communication within the company where estimates of future 

production have been requested. 

In addition to these uses by mine personnel, the 

results can also be utilized by the end-user of the coal 

such as a power plant operator. Taking the Horner City 

generating station as an example, the operator is faced 

with the problem of predicting the amounts of coal from 

various sources that should be used in producing the 

blended plant feed over a certain planning horizon. With 

the mine's capability of providing reasonable predictions 

of future mine production, the power plant operator will 



have some of the necessary input data required to solve 

this power plant blending problem. 
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CHAPTER 5 

USE OF MINE PLANNING RESULTS IN ANALYSIS OF 
POWER PLANT BLENDING PROBLEMS 

In this chapter, the development of a linear goal 

programming model for use in solving the power plant 

blending problem will be described. This model makes direct 

use of the mine planning results described in the previous 

chapter. Examples of the use of the model in both long 

and short range planning scenarios will be given. 

The Blending Problem and 
Solution Approaches 

Power plants are designed to burn coal of a certain 

quality. Design specifications on parameters such as sul-

fur content, ash content, heating value, and moisture con-

tent of the feed should be met to ensure efficient power 

plant performance and satisfaction of emission control 

regulations. 

Consistently meeting quality specifications is not 

trivial for power plants that rely on a consortium of 

suppliers where each one provides a product having different 

quality. To help ensure achievement of coal quality goals 

under such circumstances, in both the long and short term, 

a coal procurement planning effort is required. For the 

70 
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long term, such a planning effort involves providing coal 

quantity and quality specifications for use in long term 

contractual agreements. For the short term, the emphasis 

switches from predictions for contractual purposes to pre

dictions of the near future blend and the ramifications that 

this expected quality of the feed will have on plant per

formance. 

In the long term coal procurement planning effort, 

the main goal is to ensure a continual supply of coal from 

the various suppliers by placing them under contract for a 

specific period, say ten years. Each supplier's contract 

will usually contain a clause concerning the quantity and 

quality of coal to be shipped. These figures require some 

negotiation between utility and supplier. Each supplier, 

for instance, may be asked by the utility to provide pre

dictions on quantity and quality of future coal supply. 

The amount of detail required could be a yearly breakdown 

of this information for the contract time frame. The 

utility will utilize this information in determining the 

amount of coal required from each supplier per year such 

that the resultant blended plant feed fulfills all quality 

requirements as closely as possible. The results of this 

blending study would lead to the development of a specific 

schedule of coal shipments from each supplier. This 

schedule would specify the quantity and quality of coal to 

be delivered per planning period over the contract time 
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frame (e.g., yearly periods for a ten year contract). Such 

coal shipment schedules would be written into the contract 

for each supplier, thus ensuring a proper blended plant 

feed over the long term. The fact that the schedules can

not be realistic without good predictions concerning future 

supply reflects the importance of doing long-range mine 

planning. 

In the short term coal procurement planning effort, 

the main goal may be the determination of the proper course 

of action to take based on the expected quality of the 

blend for the near future. Yearly averages for prediction 

of coal quality may be sufficient for contract purposes 

but, for short term power plant operation efficiency, more 

precise predictions of near future, say monthly, coal 

deliveries are required. These predictions will account 

for such things as production priorities, production prob

lems, and the inherent variability of the coal seam. 

Therefore, the short term predictions may be quite different 

from the associated yearly average used in long term con

tract negotiations. These revised predictions may result 

in a blended end product that does not meet power plant 

specifications. If so, the utility must decide on some 

course of action to take, whether it be a do-nothing policy 

or whether attempts should be made to obtain the proper 

blend. One way of doing this is through purchases on the 

spot market. 
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It is evident from this discussion that the power 

plant op(3rator must have the capability of quickly solving 

the power plant feed blending problem if he/she wishes to 

consistently meet plant specifications regarding feed 

quality. With this in mind, Baafi (1983, pp. 44-48) 

developed a computer program called EXCOAL that solves the 

blending problem using a linear programming (LP) technique. 

This LP model solves for the quantity of coal that 

should be purchased from each supplier to meet the specifi

cations of the blended product at a minimum cost. The model 

performs satisfactorily as long as the quantities and qual

ities of coal from the various suppliers can be blended to 

satisfy specifications. If they cannot, the program replies 

with a "solution infeasible" answer. 

As such, the program is suitable for the long term 

coal procurement planning effort described above, but is 

not well suited for the short term blending problem. Here 

it is imperative that the blend resulting from the near 

future supply estimates be calculated regardless of whether 

or not it satisfies the plant specifications. For planners 

to recommend a course of action to take, they must know 

the magnitude of the difference between the target blend 

and the expected blend over the short term. This informa

tion can be used to rank various options available such as 

stockpiling, purchasing on the spot market, cleaning, etc. 
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An LP formulation of the blending problem cannot 

provide such information due to the rigidity of the con

straints. In an LP problem, the constraints have top 

priority. If just one constraint is violated, the solution 

to the problem is not feasible. By using a technique known 

as goal programming, such rigidity can be eliminated. 

Goal programming is a multiple objective decision making 

technique where the constraints in the LP formulation are 

considered as additional objectives. The optimal solution 

in this case is the one that comes closest to satisfying 

all the objectives in the problem formulation. 

This flexibility of the goal programming approach 

allows one to obtain information about the expected blend 

when the target blend cannot be met. It was mainly for 

this reason that a computer program was 'developed to solve 

a goal programming formulation of the blending problem. 

It was also decided to make this program interactive to 

allow the user to immediately address any number of "what 

if" type questions he/she may wish to ask based on the 

initial results. For example, one can quickly generate a 

different blend resulting from stockpiling a portion of 

coal from one supplier and replacing it with coal of a 

certain quality from another. 

Baafi's program forced power plant usage of captive 

mine coal production regardless of its quality. Such 

special treatment is justified by the fact that a power 
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plant operator will attempt to maximize the use of the 

captive mine coal for the following reasons: 

1. It justifies mine ownership and the expense of 

running the mine. 

2. It reduces the amount of coal required from external 

sources resulting in coal procurement cost savings. 

This same special treatment of captive mine coal was in-

cluded as an option in the goal programming formulation of 

the problem. 

Description of the Interactive 
Goal Programming Model 

Program GOAL.FlO was developed to solve the power 

plant blending problem on both a long term and short term 

basis. Input requirements include predictions of quantities 

and qualities of future coal supplies. These predictions 

can be obtained by utilizing the mine planning system des-

cribed earlier. Power plant requirements regarding the 

quantity and quality of the feed must also be specified. 

-The program formulates and solves the blending problem 

using a linear goal programming technique. 

Problem Formulation 

In formulating any problem for solution via the 

goal programming technique the following steps must be 

followed: 

1. Determination of the decision variables. 

2. Formulation of the objective functions. 
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3. Declaration of absolute objectives. 

4. Assigning priorities and weights to the objectives. 

5. Formulation of the achievement function. 

These steps will be discussed individually with regard to 

how Program GOAL.FlO formulates the blending problem. 

Determination of the Decision Variables. A de

cision variable is defined as any variable over which the 

decision maker has control. For the blending problem the 

decision variables will be the quantities of coal from each 

supplier that will constitute the resultant blended feed. 

Formulation of the Objective Functions. In a goal 

programming formulation of a problem, there are no explicit 

constraints as there are in an LP formulation. Instead, 

information that would have been expressed as constraints 

in an LP formulation is expressed as additional objectives 

in the multiple objective approach of goal programming. 

Each objective is formulated as a function of the decision 

variables and must have an associated right-hand-side value. 

This value can define an upper bound or lower bound for 

possible solutions to the objective function, or it can be 

a specific target that the objective function must achieve. 

In addition, each objective function must have a negative 

and positive deviation variable. These variables account 

for the degree to which the objective function value, 



based on a specific set of decision variables, fails to 

meet the right~hand-side value. 

Mathematically, let: 

x = vector of decision variables x l ,x
2

, ... ,x
J

• 

f ( - ) . th b . t . f .. f . x = ~ 0 Jec ~ve unct~on ~n terms 0 the 
~ 

decision variables. 

b. = ith right-hand-side value. 
~ 

n. = negative deviation variable associated with the 
~ 

.th b' t' ~ 0 Jec ~ve. 

p. = positive deviation variable associated with the 
~ 

ith objective. 

The form for representing each objective in the goal pro-

gramming model is given by the following equation. 

f. (}{) + n. - p. = b. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

i = 1,2, ..• ,m 

where m = the total number of objectives. 

For linear goal programming the form is given below. 

J 

~ c .. x. + n. - p. = b. 
~,J J ~ ~ ~ 

j=l 

where c. . is the coefficient associated with 
~,J 

. bl .. h . th b' t' var~a e J ~n t e ~ 0 Jec ~ve. 
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Here the general functional form, f. (xl, has been replaced 
~ 

by a specific form, i.e., linear. 

In the blending problem, Program GOAL.FlO will 

provide the user with a menu of objectives from which he/ 

she may select those to be considered during the current 



run. This menu is presented in Table 5.1. Related b. or 
1 

right-hand-side values are based on either the ·target 
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quantity and quality of the power plant blend, cost of coal, 

or captive mine tonnage depending on the objective. The 

proper right-hand-side value is assigned to each objective 

internally by the program based on the input data submitted. 

Table 5.1. Menu of Objectives 

Number Description 

1 Satisfy power plant tonnage requirement 

2 Minimize sulfur content of the power plant feed 

3 Maximize Btu content of the power plant feed 

4 Minimize ash content of the power plant feed 

5 Minimize moisture content of the power plant feed 

6 Maximize carbon content of the power plant feed 

7 Minimize volatiles in the power plant feed 

8 Maximize usage of captive mine coal 

9 Minimize cost of coal purchases 

Declaration of Absolute Objectives. Absolute ob-

jectives are those objectives whose right-hand-side values 

must be satisfied exactly. As such, they are analogous to 

binding constraints in an LP formulation. For such objec-

tives, the negative and positive deviation variables will 

equal zero in the solution. For the blending problem, 

Program GOAL.FlO will prompt the user to specify which of 



the selected objectives are to be treated as absolute 

objectives. 
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Assigning Weights and Priorities to the Objectives. 

In a goal programming model, the chosen objectives must be 

ranked from high priority to low priority. Sequential 

numerical priority levels are used for this purpose with 

the number one referring to top priority. Since all 

absolute objectives must be satisfied exactly, they are 

given top priorities. Assignment of remaining objectives 

to different, lower priority levels is based on the desires 

of the user. 

Any priority level can have more than one objective 

provided that the objectives grouped into one priority level 

are commensurable, that is, have a common unit of measure. 

Each objective within a priority level can be assigned a 

weighting factor to indicate the relative importance of 

that objective within the given priority level. The higher 

the weight the greater the importance. 

For the blending problem the assignment of priori

ties and weighting factors to the selected objectives is 

done interactively by the user in response to prompts from 

Program GOAL.FIO. 

Formulation of the Achievement Function. The 

achievement function (a) is defined as an ordered vector 

of a dimension equal to the number of priorities within the 



problem. To formulate the achievement function one must 

analyze each objective function and its associated right-

hand-side value. Consider a typical objective function as 

shown below: 

f. (x) + n. - p. = b. 
111 1 

If b. is an upper bound value then overachievement of this 
1 
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value is not possible and the goal is to minimize the amount 

of underachievement. This situation is formulated by 

assuming p. = 0 (overachievement impossible) and minimize 
1 

n. (minimize the underachievement as measured bv the nega-1 ~ 

tive deviation from b i ) . Conversely, if b. is a lower bound 
1 

value the situation is formulated by assuming n. = 0 
1 

(underachievement impossible) and minimize p. (minimize the 
1 

overachievement as measured by the positive deviation from 

b.). Finally, if the objective function is absolute, then 
1 

the value b. must be satisfied exactly. In this case the 
1 

sum of n. + p. must be minimized. 
1 -1 

Once the deviation variables which are to be mini-

mized for each objective are decided upon, the results are 

summarized in the achievement function or vector a by 

where 

min a = [a 1 ,a 2 , ... ,aK] 

a. = the linear combination of deviation 
1 

variables to be minimized for all 

objectives at priority level i. 

K = total number of priority levels. 
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For the blending problem, Program GOAL.F10 formulates the 

achievement function internally based on the objectives 

selected by the user. 

The results of these five steps can be combined to 

produce the following general model of a linear goal pro-

gramming problem: 

Find x = (x1 ,x2 ' ... ,x
J

) so as to minimize 

a = [a 1 ,a2 , ..• ,aK] such that 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

J 

~ 
j=l 

c .. x. + n. - p. = b. 
1,J J 1 1 1 

x,n,p ~ 0 

i = 1,2, ... ,m and 

Equation 5.2 is the achievement function for K priority 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

levels. Equations 5.3 are the m objective functions and 

Equations 5.4 are the implicit nonnegativity constraints on 

decision variables and deviation variables. A numerical 

example of the modeling of a blending problem for solution 

by- the linear goal programming technique follows. 

Consider a long-range blending problem where five 

potential suppliers have submitted yearly predictions on 

quantity and quality of future supply capability along with 

cost quotations. The power plant owner wants to utilize 

this information to determine the appropriate quantities to 

purchase from each supplier on a yearly basis such that 

the power plant feed requirements are met. These 
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requirements are assumed to be 4.2 million tons of coal per 

year having a 17.0% ash content and a 1.58% sulfur content. 

This blending problem can be modeled as a goal programming 

problem in the following way. 

Table 5.2. Predictions of Future Coal Deliveries 

Supplier Tons (MM) % Ash % Sul Cost/ton 

1 1.8 20.1 1.83 27. 

2 0.6 12.5 1. 88 36. 

3 0.8 12.6 0.95 40. 

4 1.0 14.4 1.61 37. 

5 1.2 20.5 2.31 25. 

Table 5.2. summarizes the information submitted by 

the suppliers for a typical year. The decision variables 

or factors over which the utility owner has some control are 

the amounts of coal to purchase from each supplier. There-

fore, x. = tons of coal to purchase from supplier j where 
J 

j = 1, ... ,5. The objectives of the utility owner in order 

of priority are assumed to be the following: 

1. Satisfaction of power plant tonnage requirement. 

2. Minimize the sulfur content of the plant feed. 

3. Minimize the ash content of the plant feed. 

4. Minimize the cost of coal procurement. 

The highest priority objective, satisfying the power plant 

tonnage requirement, is expressed by the following equation 
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in terms of the decision variables and its deviation 

variables: 

If one wishes to make this an absolute objective whereby 

the power plant tonnage requirement must be satisfied 

exactly, then an attempt must be made to minimize both n 1 

The second priority objective, minimizing the sulfur 

content, is expressed by the following equation: 

1.83x1 + 1.88x2 + 0.9Sx3 + 1.61x4 + 2.31x 5 + n 2 - p 2 = 6.64 

where 6.64 is the total yearly tonnage (x10 6 ) 

of sulfur in the feed at the target 

grade of 1.58%. 

Here it may be desired to get as close as possible to the 

target value. Considering this target as a lower bound, 

one would attempt to minimize p 2 to achieve the objective. 

The third priority objective, minimizing the ash 

content, is expressed by the following equation: 

20.1x
1 

+ 12.Sx2 + 12.6x3 + 14.4x4 + 20.Sx 5 + n 3 - p 3 = 71.4 

where 71.4 is the total yearly tonnage (x10 6 ) 

of ash in the feed at the target grade 

of 17.0% ash. 
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Following the same type of analysis as applied to the sulfur 

objective, one would attempt to minimize P3 here. 

Finally, the fourth priority objective, minimizing 

the cost of coal procurement, is expressed by the following 

equation: 

27x l + 36x 2 + 40x3 + 37x4 + 25x 5 + n 4 - P4 = 105 

where 105 is a lower bound cost figure (xl0 6 ) 

based on the entire power plant require-

ment corning from the lowest cost supplier, 

i.e., supplier no. 5. 

Such a value is unachievable since supplier no. 5 cannot 

supply the entire amount of coal required, and therefore, 

this number is an acceptable lower bound. For the cost 

objective, the goal may be to get as close to this unachiev-

able target as possible. This is accomplished by minimi-

zing P4. 

This completes the formulation of the objectives. 

Note that the right-hand-side values for the sulfur and 

ash content objectives are set at the level of the power 

plant requirements. These are used as lower bound values 

even~though they are not unachievable goals. The reason 

they are used as lower bounds is that any further reduction 

in these values is not necessary and could hinder the 

achievement of lower priorities. In other words, one should 



never seek an overkill on one objective at the expense of 

another at a lower priority (in this case the cost objec

tive) . 

After deciding on the deviation variables that are 

to be minimized at each priority level, the achievement 

function can be determined. For this problem it is ex

pressed as follows: 

min a = [n1 + Pl,P2,P3,P4] 

The complete model of the blending problem formulated as 

a linear goal programming problem can now be given: 

Find [x1,x2,x3,x4'xS] so as to minimize 

a = [(n1 + P1) ,P2,P3,P4] such that: 
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1. 83x 1 + 1. 88x 2 + 0.95x 3 + 1.61x4 + 2.31xS + n 2 - p = 6.64 2 

20.1x1 + 12.Sx2 + 12.6x3 + 14.4x4 + 20.5xS + n3 - P3 = 71.40 

27.0x1 + 36.0x2 + 40.0x 3 + 37.0x4 + 2S.0x 5 + n 4 - P4 = lOS 

x, n, p ~ 5 

The solution to this problem must not indicate more tonnage 

from anyone supplier than that supplier is capable of 

providing. This check is performed interactively by the 

user during the execution of the program. 
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Method of Solution 

Solving the blending problem modeled as a goal 

programming problem involves the use of a modified simplex 

algorithm. This algorithm utilizes a series of tableaus 

in determining the optimal solution to the problem. A 

tableau is simply a convenient representation of the vari-

able coefficients and right-hand-side values of any linear 

goal program (Ignizio, 1976, p. 41). The general form of 

the tableau used by this modified simplex algorithm is 

presented in Figure 5.1. 

p w • •• w W • •• 1<1 

K. K,l K,J K,J+l K,J+m 

• • • 

I)~~~ LEF T • • • 
STUB • • • 

p w • •• w w ••• w 

~ 1 .1, 1 1, J l.,J+l 1,J+m 

p ••• p V )( · .. }( p • •• P b 

K 1 1 J 1 m 

u ••• u n e • •• e e ••• e b 
1,1( l., 1 1 .1.,1 1,J 1, J+l 1,J+m 1 

• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 

u ••• u n e • •• e e • •• e b 
m,1( m,l m m, 1 81,J m,J+l m,J+m m 

I p I • •• I I • •• I a 
1 1, 1 1,J l,J+l l, J + ill .1. 

1 ND E)( • • • • 
ROWS ~ • • • • 

• • • • 
P I • •• I 1: • •• 1 a 

" K K,.1 K,J K, J+l K,J+m K. 

Figure 5.1. General Form of Modified Simplex Tableau 



The headings and elements within this tableau are 

defined as follows according to Ignizio (1976, pp. 43-44): 

Headings: 
P

k 
= 

V = 

Elements: 

k th . . tIl k prl0rl y eve, = 1, ••• , K 

problem variables, both decision and 
deviational. The variables to the right 
of V (x. and P.) are the initial set of 

J - 1 
nonbasic var. The var. below V (n.) 

1 

are the initial set of basic variables. 
the elements below b are the b. IS, i.e., 

1 

the right-hand-side values of each obj. 
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j = 1,2, ... ,J~ i = 1, ... ,m~ s = 1, ... ,S~ k = 1, ... ,K 

e. 1,S 

w k,s 

u. k 1, 

I k,s 

a k 

= element in the ith row, under the sth 

= 

= 

= 

= 

nonbasic variable. That is, e. is 
th 1,S 

the coefficient of the s nonbasic 
variable in objective i. 
weighting factor of priority k (Pk ) 

associated with the sth nonbasic var. 
weighting factor of priority k (Pk ) 

associated with the ith basic variable. 
index number for priority k under the 
th b' . bl s non aS1C varla e. 

level of achievement of priority k 
where a = [a

1
,a2 , ... ,aK]. 

All elements except Ik,s and a k are obtained from 

the problem formulation. Values for Ik,s and a k are com

puted as follows: 

m 

I = ~ (e. * u. k) - w 
k,s 1,S 1, k,s 

i=l 
(5.5) 

m 

a k = ~ (b. * u. k) 1 1, 
(5.6) 

i=l 
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The modified simplex algorithm is designed to alter 

the tableau by exchanging a present nonbasic variable for 

a basic variable if such an exchange will improve the pre

sent solution. This process is repeated until no further 

improvement is possible. The solution to the problem, at 

any stage, is given by the values of the basic variables 

which are stored in the b vector. Values for a l ,a2 , ... ,aK 

represent the level of achievement for the K different 

priority levels. The lower the value of a k , the better 

the current solution, since the achievement function is of 

a minimization form. If a k equals 0, then the set of 

objectives at this particular priority level (level k) 

has been completely achieved. The set of index numbers 

serve to indicate whether or not the present solution is 

optimal. If it is not, these index numbers identify the 

proper exchange between a basic and a nonbasic variable for 

solution improvement. 

Each priority level is optimized in turn. When 

seeking to optimize lower priority levels the algorithm 

ensures that no degradation of the previously determined 

achievements at higher priority levels occurs in the pro-

cess. 

In summary, Program GOAL.FIO was developed to for

mulate the blending problem as a linear goal programming 

problem and to solve it using the modified simplex algo

rithm described above. Subroutines FORMU, OBJ, and CAPOBJ 
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perform the necessary formulation steps and subroutine 

MODSIM is the computer code developed for the algorithm. 

Listings of these subroutines can be found in Appendix A. 

Interactive Capabilities 

Some of the interactive capabilities of Program 

GOAL.F10 have already been described regarding the pro-

cedure for formulation of the blending problem. These 

include the selection of objectives, specification of which 

ones will be absolute, and the assignment of priorities and 

weights to those objectives. The remaining interactive 

capabilities of the program are involved with modifying 

the initial formulation such that sensitivity analyses can 

be performed quickly at one terminal session. Table 5.3 

lists the revisions a user may make to the initial formu-

lation. 

Once one of these' revisions is selected, the program 

will prompt the user for the necessary input data. Any 

number of revisions can be made before re-solving the prob-

lem. For a legitimate sensitivity analysis, however, only 

one revision per run should be attempted. 

Example of Usage in Long and Short Term 
Coal Procurement Planning 

As an example of the use of Program GOAL.10 for 

long-range planning, yearly coal supply requirements from 

a consortium of suppliers will be determined for a four 



Table 5.3. Menu of Revisions Interactively Available to 
the User. 

Number Description 

1 Commit a supplier to a set tonnage based on 

previous results 

2 Reformulate objective/priority/weigllting 

structure 

3 Change a power plant requirement 

4 Change a supplier's price 

5 Change a coal quality from a supplier or 

captive mine 

6 Change tonnage coming from captive mine 

7 Change a supplier from captive status to 

noncaptive 

8 Add another coal variable to the formulation 

9 Add another supplier to the formulation 

10 Delete a supplier from the formulation 

11 Run the program for solution 

12 Terminate this session 

year period. These quantities will be determined so as to 

best satisfy the overall power plant feed requirements. 
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The resultant figures for year one will then be modified to 

simulate the variablity associated with more detailed month-

ly predictions. These numbers will be used in a short-range 

planning demonstration. 
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Table 5.4 shows predicted yearly values for coal 

quantity and qualities from six different coal suppliers. 

For this example it can be assumed that these estimates have 

been requested by a coal procurement planning department 

for use in drawing up contract specifications. In this 

example it will be assumed that two of the six suppliers, 

namely CAP 1 and CAP 2, are captive mines. 

The goal of the coal procurement planning effort 

is to secure contracts for specific quantities and quali

ties of coal from a group of suppliers such that the blended 

feed is as close as possible to the power plant require

ments. Obstacles that may hinder achievement of this goal 

include limited quantities of high quality coal and a 

commitment to burn all captive mine coal in-house rather 

than selling it elsewhere. Power plant feed requirements 

regarding coal quantity and quality will be assumed to 

remain constant over the four year planning period. 

These requirements are assumed to be 4.8 million tons of 

coal per year having a 1.60% sulfur content, a 17.00% ash 

content, and a heating value of 11500 Btu per lb. 

The information presented in Table 5.4, along 

with the power plant requirements, provides the planner 

with the necessary raw data needed to solve the blending 

problem. Program GOAL.F10 provides the planner with a 

tool to produce the best blend possible from this raw data, 

where "best" is dependent on the user-specified ranking 
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Table 5.4. Long Term Coal Delivery Capability of 
Potential Suppliers 

Year Supplier M Tons % SuI Btu/lb. % Ash 

1 CAP 1 1080. 2.30 10000. 21. 00 
CAP 2 2400. 1.80 11300. 20.00 

CNTR 1 720. 1. 05 12500. 14.40 
CNTR 2 960. 1.75 11700. 17.00 
CNTR 3 480. 0.80 12700. 12.00 
CNTR 4 1800. 1. 20 12000. 15.00 

2 CAP 1 1080. 2.40 10500. 22.00 
CAP 2 2400. 1. 90 11000. 19.50 

CNTR 1 720. 1.10 12500. 14.50 
CNTR 2 960. 1.65 11800. 17.50 
CNTR 3 480. 0.85 12700. 11. 00 
CNTR 4 1800. 1. 25 12000. 16.50 

3 CAP 1 lOBO. 2.30 10200. 20.00 
CAP 2 2400. 1. 70 11100. 19.00 

CNTR 1 720. 1.05 12500. 15.00 
CNTR 2 960. 1.65 11700. 16.00 
CNTR 3 4BO. O.BO 12600. 10.00 
CNTR 4 1200. 1.40 12000. 16.00 

4 CAP 1 1000. 2.20 10000. 20.00 
CAP 2 3000. 1. 75 11300. 19.50 

CNTR 1 720. 1.00 12300. 14.10 
CNTR 2 960. 1.60 11600. 16.00 
CNTR 3 600. 0.70 12700. 10.50 
CNTR 4 1200. 1. 40 12100. 15.00 

of the different objectives being considered in the problem. 

Based on the raw data submitted there are five goals that 

can be considered in this example: 

1. Satisfy plant tonnage requirement. 

2. Achieve the target value pertaining to the sulfur 

content 'of the plant feed. 

3. Achieve the target value pertaining to the Btu 

content of the plant feed. 



4. Achieve the target value pertaining to the ash 

content of the plant feed. 

5. Maximize the usage of captive mine coal. 
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The blends for the four year contracting period 

resulting from the execution of Program GOAL.FlO are 

summarized in Table 5.5. Note that the power plant tonnage 

requirement is met every year reflecting the importance 

of this objective to the planner. Other comments on the 

results presented in this table include: 

1. The use of the poor quality CAP 1 coal in its 

entirety each year. This may reflect a management 

order since possibilities for selling it to other 

power plants would be remote at best. 

2. stockpiling of part of the CAP 2 production for 

improvement in the blended feed quality. This 

stockpiled coal could be used as a buffer stock 

against short term deficiencies in feed availabil

ity or could be sold to other end-users. 

3. Not all target values on coal quality could be 

satisfied simultaneously due to the nature of the 

coals provided by the suppliers. In year 1, the 

sulfur target was given priority and achieved. 

Resultant values for Btu and ash were within 95% 

of their respective targets. In year 2, the Btu 

target was given priority and achieved. Ash and 
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Table 5.5. Long Term Coal Procurement Planning Results 

Year Supplier M Tons % SuI Btu/lb. % Ash 

1 CAP 1 1080. 2.30 10000. 21.00 
CAP 2 1700. 1. 80 11300. 20.00 

CNTR 1 720. 1.05 12500. 14.40 
CNTR 2 22. 1. 75 11700. 17.00 
CNTR 3 480. 0.80 12700. 12.00 
CNTR 4 798. 1.20 12000. 15.00 

COMPOSITE 4800. 1.60 11450. 17.74 

2 CAP 1 1080. 2.40 10500. 22.00 
CAP 2 1476. 1. 90 11000. 19.50 

CNTR 1 720. 1.10 12500. 14.50 
CNTR 3 480. 0.85 12700. 11. 00 
CNTR 4 1044. 1. 25 12000. 16.50 

COMPOSITE 4800. 1. 65 11500. 17.81 

3 CAP 1 1080. 2.30 10200. 20.00 
CAP 2 1750. 1. 70 11500. 19.00 

CNTR 1 720. 1. 05 12300. 15.00 
CNTR 2 27. 1.65 11600. 16.00 
CNTR 3 480. 0.80 12600. 10.00 
CNTR 4 743. 1.40 11900. 16.00 

COMPOSITE 4800. 1. 60 11500. 17.24 

4 CAP 1 1000. 2.20 10000. 20.00 
CAP 2 1700. 1. 75 11300. 19.50 

CNTR 1 720. 1.00 12300. 14.10 
CNTR 2 298. 1.60 11600. 16.00 
CNTR 3 600. 0.70 12700. 10.50 
CNTR 4 482. 1.40 12100. 15.00 

COMPOSITE 4800. 1. 56 11450. 17.00 

sulfur values were within 95% of their respective 

targets. In year 3, the qualities of coal provided 

by the suppliers were such that sulfur and Btu 

target values were achieved exactly and the ash 

value only deviated from target by 1.4%. Finally in 

year 4, the ash target was given priority and 
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achieved exactly. The resultant sulfur content was 

better than the target value and the Btu value was 

within 1% of target. 

These results show the flexibility the planner has 

in devising a satisfactory blend. Different coal qualities 

can be given different priorities during any period in the 

planning time frame to influence the resultant optimal 

blend. In this example the nature of the coals comprising 

the blend was such that it was possible to get very close 

to achieving all feed targets regarding coal quality regard

less of the preference structure of the planner. 

The figures shown in Table 5.5 can be used as the 

basis for drawing up contract specifications regarding the 

quantity and quality of coal to be delivered by each sup

plier. Allowable deviations from these yearly averages 

before penalties are assessed would also be stated in the 

contracts in most cases. 

Due to the insitu variability of coal deposits 

regarding such things as ash and sulfur content, the qual

ity of coal delivered each month will vary from the yearly 

average figures used in contract negotiations. Tonnage 

delivered can also vary depending on mine production prob

lems, transportation problems, and the like. For these 

reasons, short-range coal procurement planning is also 

performed, say on a monthly basis, to help ensure a proper 

blend for the power plant in the short term. 
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Continuing with the previous example, Table 5.6 

shows each supplier's best estimate of coal delivery for a 

one month period in year 1. As can be seen, these figures 

differ from the year 1 averages used to generate the 

satisfactory long-range plan due to the previously mentioned 

reasons. Because of these differences the coal procurement 

planner must recalculate the composite blend expected for 

the month and plan accordingly. 

Table 5.6. Short Term Predictions of Coal to be Delivered 
Next Month 

Supplier M Tons % Su1 Btu/lb. % Ash 

CAP 1 88.0 2.31 10600. 20.50 

CAP 2 130.0 1. 90 11300. 19.00 

CNTR 1 60.0 1.05 11500. 17.50 

CNTR 2 2.0 1. 75 11700. 17.00 

CNTR 3 35.0 0.90 12200. 12.00 

CNTR 4 66.5 1. 25 12200. 14.00 

Table 5.7 shows the result of taking the expected 

values for contracted coal delivery for the month and having 

the blending program calculate th~ expected composite blend. 

The results show a shortfall from the plant tonnage require-

ment (381,500 tons versus a required 400,000 tons) and the 

quality of the blend to be relatively poor compared to the 

long-range projection. The planner can now utilize the 

interactive blending program again to seek to eliminate the 
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shortfall in tonnage and improve the overall blend for the 

month. The first thing the planner may try to do is purchase 

enough coal from the spot market to account for the tonnage 

shortfall. The results of such an action are shown in Table 

5.8. A purchase of 18,500 tons of coal from the spot market 

makes up the tonnage discrepancy. The quality of the spot 

market coal reflects what is available at the time. 

Table 5.7. Composite Blend from Expected Deliveries for 
the Month 

Supplier M Tons % SuI Btu/lb. % Ash 

CAP 1 88.0 2.31 10600. 20.50 

CAP 2 130.0 1.90 11300. 19.00 

CNTR 1 60.0 1. 05 11500. 17.50 

CNTR 2 2.0 1. 75 11700. 17.00 

CNTR 3 35.0 0.90 12200. 12.00 

CNTR 4 66.5 1.25 12200. 14.00 

COMPOSITE 381. 5 1.66 11410. 17.59 

Once the plant tonnage requirement is fulfilled 

other short-range planning alternatives can be analyzed. 

For instance, in this example one may wish to purchase a 

larger quantity of the good quality spot market coal and 

stockpile some of the captive mine coal in order to achieve 

the target value for sulfur content of the blend. Table 

5.9 shows the result of such an action. Six thousand tons 

of CAP 2 coal are stockpiled during the month and replaced 



Table 5.8. Resultant Blend After Spot Market Purchase 
to Overcome Tonnage Shortfall 

Supplier M Tons % SuI Btu/lb. % Ash 

CAP 1 88.0 2.31 10600. 20.50 

CAP 2 130.0 1. 90 11300. 19.00 

CNTR 1 60.0 1. 05 11500. 17.50 

CNTR 2 2.0 1. 75 11700. 17.00 

CNTR 3 35.0 0.90 12200. 12.00 

CNTR 4 66.5 1. 25 12200. 14.00 

LOW SPOT 18.5 0.80 12200. 13.50 

COMPOSITE 400.0 1. 62 11450. 17.40 

by 6000 additional tons (24,500 total) of spot market coal 

in order to achieve the goal pertaining to sulfur content. 

Table 5.9. Composite Blend Resulting in Short Term 
Achievement of Sulfur Content Target Value 

Supplier M Tons % SuI Btu/lb. % Ash 

CAP 1 88.0 2.31 10600. 20.50 

CAP 2 124.0 1. 90 11300. 19.00 

CNTR 1 60.0 1.05 11500. 17.50 

CNTR 2 2.0 1. 75 11700. 17.00 

CNTR 3 35.0 0.90 12200. 12.00 

CNTR 4 66.5 1. 25 12200. 14.00 

LOW SPOT 24.5 0.80 12200. 13.50 

COMPOSITE 400.0 1. 60 11460. 17.32 
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The examples of usage of the blending program 

presented here illustrate a few of the numerous planning 

options and alternatives that can be analyzed with this 

program. Any number of scenarios can be simulated quickly 

through judicial use of the interactive capabilities of 

the program. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

Over the past decade, the increasing need for coal 

production, a corresponding decrease in the quality of coal 

supplied to coal-fired power plants, and a realization of 

the effects of coal quality on power plant operating per

formance and emissions have made coal mine planning and 

subsequent blending important concerns. 

The major objectives of this research were: (1) to 

take a previously designed mine planning system and imple

ment it at an operating mine; and (2) to design an inter

active computer program to use the mine planning results in 

solving the feed blending problem at the power plant. 

To facilitate routine implementation of the mine 

planning system, revisions were made to streamline the 

data entry, data storage, and data retrieval functions. In 

addition, further changes were made to the production 

scheduling program to provide more flexibility in handling 

the realities of the mining operation. These modifications 

resulted in a system that can be utilized by mine planning 

personnel with limited backgrounds in computer applications. 

In computer jargon, the system was made more user-friendly. 
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The use of this system was demonstrated by creating 

a first quarter mining plan for an underground coal mine. 

The results showed the ability of the mine planning system 

to account for coal quality in producing a workable plan. 

Mine personnel can improve the accuracy of short-range coal 

production estimates by taking additional samples in the 

active working areas on a routine basis and by gathering 

more detailed information on out-of-seam dilution and 

reject material for use in the adjustments from in-seam 

coal values to as-delivered values. 

An interactive computer program was developed to 

use these estimates of future coal production in solving 

the feed blending problem at coal-fired power plants. A 

goal programming formulation of the blending problem was 

used in the program. This type of problem formulation, 

plus the interactive capability, gives the program the 

flexibility needed to analyze the blending problem in both 

long and short range time frames. 

Examples showing the use of this program in both 

planning scenarios were presented. The long-range plan

ning example demonstrated the ability of the program to 

provide coal quantity and quality specifications for use 

in long term contract negotiations with potential suppliers. 

The short-range example demonstrated the use of the pro

gram's interactive capabilities in compiling a proper blend 



for the plant when short-range fluctuations in coal deli

veries have to be accounted for. 
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Use of this interactive blending program in 

conjunction with the mine planning system provides the 

capability of computerized prediction of coal quality from 

mine mouth to blended plant feed. Implementation of 

these planning aids on a routine basis will assist the 

owners of coal-fired power plants in their attempts to 

maximize plant efficiency and maintain environmental 

standards. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

The implementation of the mine planning system at 

an operating mine has been demonstrated with the creation 

of a first quarter mine plan. The experience gained from 

this implementation exercise included the realization of 

a need for further work in the following areas. 

1. A quick, efficient sampling system must be developed 

for use at each working face in the mine if produc

tion scheduling is to be implemented. This system 

is necessary in order to provide the required 

detail in the mineralization model to do the face 

scheduling task on a shift by shift basis. The 

system would have to be able to obtain samples 

and analyze them in a matter of hours so that the 

information could be used for the next shift. This, 

in turn, requires a continual updating capability 



for the mineralization model to overcome the 

logistics problem of quickly assimilating the new 

data into the model. It is suggested that one 

study the new dynamic data base systems being 

developed by Management Information Systems 

specialists and see if they are applicable to 

mineralization modeling. 
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2. It would be worthwhile to incorporate an interactive 

graphics capability into the production scheduling 

program for the purpose of keeping the daily crew 

assignment task at the mine foreman level. This 

capability would require a shift by shift update of 

a file describing the mine workings so that current 

face locations could be monitored. These face 

locations would be displayed on a screen for pur

poses of projecting the next shift's advance. 

These projections would be input by the supervisor 

by using a light pen at the terminal. Upon comple

tion of this task, the data needed for optimal crew 

assignment purposes would be interactively provided 

by the supervisor in response to prompts at the 

terminal. 

The blending problem at the power plant was solved 

using a goal programming formulation of the problem. One 

of the restrictions of this mUlti-objective technique is 

that objectives must be commensurable in order to be 
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considered at the same priority level. This can be a 

problem when one wishes to have equal ranking among the 

objectives regarding the satisfaction of various coal 

quality targets. To overcome this problem, a set of 

equivalency functions should be incorporated into the 

blending program such that different coal qualities can be 

expressed in commensurable units. 

The blending problem at the power plant was ana

lyzed from the viewpoint of blending as-delivered coals for 

direct feed to the power plant. Future research should 

expand this view and incorporate the effects of a coal 

cleaning plant and stockpiled inventories into the coal 

flow network from delivered coal to blended plant feed. 

It is suggested that one look into the application of 

graph theory and process flow monitoring techniques to 

this materials flow problem. 



APPENDIX A 

FORTRAN LISTINGS OF SUBROUTINES FORMU, 
OBJ, CAPOBJ, AND MODSIM 
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~JBROJTlNE FJRMUtiS~l?,lNucAINOaJ) 
COMMONISTAi<T/ .LOaJS(9),NPRS( cn,J.t:ACT ''1i1NOdJS 
COMMuN/GOAL/ c(~0,4J),P(lO,~Q),U(~Q, OJ,~~R(10,401,~{2~1,AtlCl, 

1 C u S T ( 2 0 ) , i 11 0 d J ( 9 ) , r.; 0 v ( 2 0 ) , I .; P D ( 2 0 ) , C N u ( ~ 0 ) 
CGMMuN/~AL/G(20,7J,NCAP,IJCAP(15),~COLH(Z0),1~0•H(~u),~~K(2Q), 

liOBJ(lOJ,M08J(o,9l,.LEXCf(20J,wOB~l9) 

COMMON/~ON~Z/lCST~(7),~AMcS(~,z5J,lT1TL~(81,NVAR 

CJMMON/CONSl/PLANT(7),IRE~<7>,aST(20) 

COMMQN/5YS/l?T,.LOUT,1TAPc7,ITA?Ed,LP,IPUTI!TP9,IT?lv,lf~KM,1f~ 

COMMJN/AOOl/~SUP~,MAXCT,!udG 

OOUoLE PR~~lSLON MOBJ,!TITLE,NAM~5~ICST~ 
uATA t10oJ I 

l'SAllSFY ~OWER PLANT TONNAG~ REQUl~~MfNT eXACTLY 
2 1 Ml~IM.LZ~ ~u CJNTENT OF THE POWE~ ~~A~T Fcfu 
3 1 MAX1MIZE dTU CONT~NT OF Tric ~~~~R PLANf F~~J 

4 1 MlN.LMIZE ASH :ONTcNT OF THE POWEk PLANT F~~J 

5'Ml~.LMlZ~ MOl$TJKE CONTeNT Jr Trlc POwE~ PLANT FEE~ 
b 1 MAXIMIZE CA~dON CO~TENT OF THE ~~w~~ PLANT f~~~ 
7'MlNIMlLt ~OLATiLtS IN THt ~O~ER PLANT feED 
8 1 MAXIMIZE US~~E Or ;APTlVE MINE Cu~L 
9 1 M.LNl~IZE COST Qf ~~AL PU~CHAS~S 

OATA lMJdJ/Q,-il~,-~,-i,~l-illi-LI 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I . , 
I ' 

I I 

I I 

I I 

DATA !CDJ I'X~I, 1 X21, 1 X3'1'X4 1 , 1 A:J 1 , 1 Xo 1 , 1 Xl 1 , 1 Xd 1 , 1 ~'1 1 , 1 ,(AI,tXu 1 J 

•x:•~•xo 1 ,1XE 1 , 1 Xf 1 ,•AG 1 ,'Xrl 1 , 1 XI 1 , 1 XJ 1 , 1 X~ 1 / 

, 
4 

oAT A .LC P:) ' ' P l • ' I ? ~ • I '? 3 I, I r 4 I ' • rl ~ • , I P:) I ' • r~ 7 I, ' ? a I , ' P ~ • ' I ~A I I ' ? j I , 

lp~~~•POI,tPE', •PF'~ 1 ~G 1 , 1 P~ 1 , 1 PI 1 , 1 PJ 1 , 1 ?~ 1 / 

iJ A T A. r c .'H) I • N l • , I N 2 I ' • N 3 I ' • ;'4 4 I I • ,\j ~ I , ' N 6 ' , ' N 7 I , I N a I , ' N ~ I ' ' N A I , I rd I I 

1 1 ;'II;: 1 , 1 Nu • 1 • N e •, • N F 1 , • N G 1 , 1 N :1 • , 1 N i 1 , • N J 1 , • N~ • 1 
IF<IS~!P .EQ •• l~O TO 292 
..;~,T:(lTE~M,!iJ) 

10 FORMAT(iOX,•TrlE FOLLO•lNG INFG~MATl~N jN ?0~~~ PLANf ~~UJl~~M~NTS 

l 1 ,/d.OX1 1 ANO POf~NT!AL SUPPi..ltri.~ HAS dtcN SUr:HilTTd): 1 ,/l) 
~RHdlTERt112\Jl(lCSfR(IRE~I(I)),l • l1N'w'AK) 

20 FJRMAf(lX, 'NA~~•,loX,7Ab,/) 
-~l.TcC!TE~M,3J)(PLA~l(l~EQ(4)),la1,NVARl 

_jQ FuRMAT<lX, 1 POwc~ PLANT 1 ,9X,7Fo.211) 
DO ~0 I • l1N~JPL 
~RITt(4TERM,501 (NAMES(J,l),J•ll2ll(~(iR~Q(~),I),Kali~WA~) 

50 r0KMAT(iX,ZA1C,7F8.2) 
40 CJNTlNUE 

DU oJ l a l1NCA? 
widTC:(lTE~M,7..;) (NA.'IES(J,lOCAPlL)),J•ll2) 

70 FJRMAT(/,lX,•~APTIVE: 1 ,2AlJ) 
oO C..JNTINUE 

CALL SUBRJUT!NE JBJ AND LET U~t~ ScLECf O~JcCTIVcS Fu~ rrll~ 

FJ~MU~AT10N ANO ASSiGN ?~4JRiTic5 AND ~~l~HTS 

IF<INO~X .~e. 0) GG TO ~9, 

CALL OdJ(LNDEX,~JBJ) 

CAL~ CAPJoJ(NudJl 

OE~~LOP ~rlS fRJM PO•c~ P~ANT KtJUikcM~iTS ANJ TDN~AG~ AVAI~~dL~ 
F~w~ CAPTl~E MIN~$ 

2.9Z LK. • 1 
DO 270 I • l1NUdJ 
lf(~08J(IJ .E~. 8) GO TO 271 
~F(luoJ(!) .~Q. 9) ~0 TO 272 
t:HlJ • PLANTLJ.JoJ<IJ) 
IF<l.OBJ(i.) .NE. U dLU c tHU * P;..ANTllJ 
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GO Tu 270 
271 dtl) = G(l,ID~AP(lK)) 

IK • I r< + l 
GO TO 270 

C SET CJST udJt~TIJE EQUAL TO LG~EST Cu~T CQAL TiME~ PLANT fJNNAG~ 
~ ~tOJl~EHE~T 

c 
272 LOW a COST(ll 

DO 273 K a 2,NSuPL 
IftCOST<Kl .~.r. Uhd LCJ• a COST(!'\) 

2 1 3 CON f ! NU E 
~(I} • Lu~ * PLANT(1) 

270 Ci.JNTINUC: 
lF<iDdG .~Q. l) ~RITE<ITE~M,2~3l (d(l),La~,NudJ) 

213 ruRMAT{' a VA~UE~: 1 ,10Fb.2) 

C SAv= INITI~L d VECTJR VALuES 
c 

c 

DO 27~ l a l,NJ3J 
2.74 dST(.i) a d<U 

C FlLL TOP ANO L~FT ~AND STUd MAT~1C~~ ~~I:rl lN ~FF~CT u ~Fii~~ TM~ 
C ACHI~JcMENT FUN~TIO~ 

c 

DO 300 I = l1NOdJ 
iF<iEXCT(i) .Nt. ll Gu TJ 3J~ 
MSAV • lMJoJ( lOdJ (l l) 
lMJoJ(lJdJ(l)) = 0 

304 lf( I.'10dJ( !GB,dll l l3u1,3 Q 2,~03 
302 P(NP~(i),~SUPL+Il a ~OdJ(IOdJ~i)) 

U<I,N?iUUl • lolJdJ<lOBJ(!)) 
IF ( ~ E XC T (I ) • E ~. l) l MOd J ( l J o., ( L ) l = :1 SA~ 
Gu TO 300 

3Jl P (NPR. (1 ), ;'l.:)Ur'l..+ !) a lliOdJ (lO:).J \l)) 
GO TO 300 

3 0 3 U(l,N?!\(.U) ., "udJ(!OBJ{l)) 
300 CONTINUt 

J2 = ~SU?L + NOdJ 
IF<IDBG .~Q. OlGJ TO 13v2 
~0 1300 J • 1,J2 

,;RlTc{ ITt:RM,21~).;, (P(!,J), I•!, I NDEX> 
214 i=ORMAT(' P ARr(A't',COL.''I.3''dlOF5.~,/)) 

13 00 CON T l ,'lLJE 
DU 1301 J • l,INDEX 
~~ITE(ITc~M,2lj)J, (U(L,J),I•1,N~o~J 

215 FGR~AT( 1 LJ AR~AY,COL',I3,~(l0F,.Z,/)) 

l3 0 l CON T I Nu i: 

C FILL TrlE MAIN CJEFFlCitNT MATRIX 
C ( E ~AT~lXl 
c 

1302 IK = l 
OJ 315 I a l1NJBJ 
~u 310 J • l1NSUPL 
lf(IOBJ(I) .to. d) ~0 TO 311 
lF<IJ3JCI> .~Q. 9) Gu TO 312 
E<l,.,IJ s G(J.OI)J(IJ,J) 
If(IJoJd) .t:>J. U t::CI,J) = !·v 
GO TO 310 

311 lf(J .NE. l.OC~r'(IKJ) Gu TJ 310 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

E(I,Jl 2 1. 
II\ a IK + l 
GU TO 315 

312 Etl,Jl a CJST(J) 
3lv CJNTl i'4Uc 
315 CONTltWt: 

Jl = 'iSLJPL + .1. 

J2 2 NSUPL + NjdJ 
0~ 320 I a ,~QdJ 

Jj 3j0 J 2 Jl,JZ 
li=CI .t:Q. J-NSuPLl GG TJ 331 
GJ TJ 330 

331 E<I,J> • -1.0 
GQ TO 320 

330 CONT lNUt 
320 .:ONT~NUt 

00 370 I = l,~SUPL 
37J ICOLH(ll • ICOV<Il 

JL 360 ! • l1NOaJ 
lCOLrHNSUPL + Il • !C?Dlll 

38 0 I~uwH(l} ~ !CNO(l) 
Iu • o 
.:AL~ uT?UT(NJoJ,J2,lNOEX,.(Q} 
CAL~ SMPLX(J 2 ,NJdJ,LNDtX) 
R E TU~ N 
eND 
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: 
c 
!' ... 
c 

SUB~OUTI~E OaJ(!NOEX,NOBJ) 
J~MtNSiON KNUM(~~l,~GHT(l~l,lCJUNTllJl 
COMM~N/START/ IOdJS(9),NPRSl9l,IEXCfS(~J,NG6JS 

~ a 11 11 a , ~ 1 v A L. 1 :; ' 2 o , n 1 N ~ A P , r J c. A P c" 5 > , ! c :J 1.. H c 2 o 1 , 1 ~ o _, rl ' z o 1 , ~~ P t< ' ~ 0 > , 

l I Od J ( 2 u l, 110S J ( 01 9), 1 EX C T ( 2 0) , ill 08 J ( 9 l 
..; J M 110 N I ~ J-. ~ 2 I J.,: S T ~ ( 7 ) , NA r1 t .} ( 2, 2 5 J 1 lT lf L 1: ( a J , NV' A R 
COMMON/CON$l/PLANT(7),1~t~(7),dSTl~Ol 

~D~MON/SYS/lPT,IOJT,ITAP~7,ITAPco,LP,IPuT,ITP~,LTP~ Q ,!T~RM,!T~ 

~OMMJN/Auu2/NSuPL,MAXCT,IJdG 

DQUdlt PReCISION MOaJ,ITITLi,NAMC:~,ICSTR 
OATA .JOdJ/9•1.0/ 

40j ~Rlfc<ITE~M~ovJ 
ao FJ~~AT(/Ilx,• MENU JF JoJECTlVES 1 l 

DJ 9u J • ~~;; 

wRITE (l T E RM, l 0 u l J, < MO a J (I, J l, I •l1 6 l 
100 Fur<.MATllX,I ,, • 1 1oAlOl 

90 C:JNTINuE 
1'11 • 0 
wt<IT= U TERM, llll 

111 FORMAT(//, 1 HJ~ MANY OBJECTlJt~ JO (JU ~~~rl fO CONSlJ~:~ I ~'''' 
.i. 1 THl.:i ~.Jt< ,"1ULAfluN? 1 ,/, 1 NuTE: PJwER Pl..ANT T.JN NAGC: RcJT. ,"\:..J$1 de~ 
2 J i'l S I 0 E r< C: 0' l 

i<EAu(I.TK.,*lNOdJ 
~r<.ITE(ITE~MI1i0J N08J 

110 F:Jt<MATC//, 1 .i.NO!~ATE WH1Crl 1 ,13, 1 df TYPiNG IN P~:J~~~ NUMdE~s•,t, 

1 1 FROM ABOWE ~~NU Of JBJ~CTI~~S'•'•' L~:AV~ A S~ACE B~:f~~~N NJMd~~~ 
2 t l 
~EAD(ITR,*l llJdJCil,I = l1NOBJl 

C~E~K TJ S~E LF A~P~OPRIATE JATA rlAS aE~N ~~~ U f FQ~ ~ACrl JBJECT1~c 
Sci..~CTEJ 

JJ 120 I a l,~w6J 

lF(lu3J(lJ .EQ. ll Ml = 1 
IF<IOBJ(IJ • .: .... d ,JR. l03J(.l.l • .:~ • .:,) ~0 TO l2J 
OG l3u J • l,N~AR 

U<iOdJ(U .EJ. li<E~(Jll GO TO 120 
1 3 0 CON T i NJ E 

Ill~ I TE C.i. Tc Ri•IJ b 0 l Hd J ( l> 
~ 5 0 F G R 1'1 A T l l. X , ' N J 1 .~ P U I l) A T A ~ J ~ J a J E ... T L ~ 1: ,-.. 0 • 1 , I 2 , 1 • T rl J. ) .J 6 J c ~ f i. ·J 

lC: l'l.l.L~.. Trlc!'(EFCirU: at::•,/, 1 )E:..ETED ri\,Jt''l f-ib t=Jr<Mu<.~T! ui>1 1 l 

NuaJ a ~03J - _. 
IF (.l. .GT. NOcJ) ~o TO .li:. O 
J u l60 K a I,NOBJ 

160 IJBJ(Kl • l08J(K+ll 
.20 CJNT!NJE 

Ir01l .EQ. ll ~ 0 TO 1tOl 
wRlfi:(lTERM,402) 

~02 rO~MaT(//, 1 PO~ER P~ANT TJNNAbc REQT, 'OdJ #1l MUST ~c .J N1 i~~:~~0 1 

1,1,• ~cSJd~l T JdJECTI~E$ 1 ) 

G.J TJ 403 

THE U 5 E r< ~ 0 ~ l ~ 0 .l.;: A f E .:i W HI C rl J o J E '- T I \1 E: S A r< c AdS 0 l. U T E: ; T H A T l ~ , 
C TnEf MuST tiE SATISFIED EXACTLY 

401 ~~1TE:(ITERM,400l 

400 FJKMAT(//, 1 FuR tAC~ OBJc:T!wE .l.N TrllS FwKMULAT10N lNul~ATE'''' 

1 1 ~HET~ER TH~: RtLATC:D POwER PLANT REO. IS Tu BE MET 1 ,/, 

2'EXACT~Y (TYP: ll OR JUST GET AS ~LJ~t A~ PGSSldLt (TYPE 2.) 1 ,;, 

3' ~urc: PJwER PLANT TONNAGe ~E~T. wlLL ALwAYS j£ MtT tXACT~f 1 ,//l 

uO 410 . I = ,NOBJ 
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~~ITE<~TE~M.~20)~M~jJ(J,IOBJ(!)),J•i,~) 
't20 FGiH1AT(lX,oAlJ,/,lX, ':)AT.I~f'( EXACTLYZ <TYPE ll •,l,lX, 

l 1 Gcl A~ CL.OSE AS PO.)Sl.BLE? ( TYPt: ~}'I 
KEAJllTR,•> .l~XCT(l) 

4 l 0 CONTINuE 

C LET TrlE uSE~ ~JW ASSIG~ PRIJRITIES TO frlc Q6J~CT1vf~. 
C ANY PRIJRITY ~~WEL :AN HAVE MO~c TriA~ ~~~ QdJECTLVE. 
C OBJECTl~tS •ITH THE SAME PRIORiTY MuST rlAWf SLMLLAK JNITS AND MAY 

dE O!FFERENTiA~L.Y wELGHTEJ 
c 

c 

170 

2 00 

190 

wRITEliTEi<M,i70) 
FORMAT(//, ' ~lEASE T1PE lN THE ~~~J~iTf l~V~L. ~F tA:H JdJ~CTlV~ 1 

l~ THIS FORMULATLON 1 ,/,lX, 1 ANY ?RlOKLTJ' LtVcL ~aN HAVe ~j~~ fMAN 1 
2JBJE:TI~E PROVIJED•,/,lX, 1 TriAT T~E U~ITS uF THE PART~CUL~R ~dJ~CT~ 

3vtS A~E iJcNTICAL.''''' NOTe: ~OwC:K ~:..ANT TONNAGE Rti.JT. Mv.)T rlAVt:: A 
4HIGME~ PR10~1TY 1 ,/, 1 THAi CClA~ QuAL~TY QjJ~CTLvES 1 ,//) 

00 190 I • 1•NJ~J 
Ill RITE <L T = K1"1, 2 v J) ( M 08 J ( J, I Q o J ( l ) J, J • 1, o) 

F Gi< MAT ( 1 X, 6A l J ,/, l X, 1 P R 10 R H r ~ 1 ) 

REA~(IT~,•) NP~(.lJ 

CuNTHWE 

SORT F~OM HlGri~ST TJ lu~~ST ~R~G~Lf'( AN) CH~C< FOR PklORiTY ~~~~~s 

HAVlNG :~'!ORE TrlAN Ol'tt Od.n::Hvt. SC:E .F uS~r<. IIIANT~ T.J A~~.lG .~ 

DIF~~R=NTIAL ~eiGHT~ ~ITHIN THL~ PRiO~ITY Lc~El 

:-.M1 a 1'10dJ- l 
Ju 210 I a l,Ni'll 
J a I 
Ji>l. a J + .i. 
00 ~ll K a ~~.i.,NOdJ 

IF( i~Pi\(K) .LT. NPR(J)) J -< 
Z .i.l C uN T I NUt 

T • 1-.,p~ (I> 
.~? R ( l ) • ti? ~ ( J ) 
NPR(J) aT 
T a I Do J ( 1) 
Iu8.dU • lOdJ (J l 
IGBJ(Jl • f 
T a L c XC T (I) 
IEXCT(Il • I::xCT(J) 
HXCT(J} aT 

210 CONT ~NUt 
Ju 2 1o I a l,NOdJ 
ludJ~(!) • IOdJ(ll 
N~~Sll> a NPrdlJ 

216 IEX:TS(Il a lC:XCf(l) 
NJoJ.) a NudJ 

~17 F~~ i1Af(l015 
lFtiDoG .EQ. U wKITUITC::<,'\,,i.d ( !0cJ(l),l•1, i'HJdJl 
lr(IOo~ .t:Q. 1) wRITc(!TfRM,ZlZ) iNPK(i),l a l,NOoJl 
!r(J.DoG ,f~o~. l) liiKITt(!Tc~M,212J (.lf.<.Cf{ibl • l.,NuoJI 

212 FuRMAT(lOl.~d 
INDeX • NPtU U 
ICOuNTCINOE ) = l 
JO 220 I a z,NJSJ 
!F(NPR(I) .EO. ~~OtXl GO TQ '21 
INDl:X • NPI<.(L) 
I~.oOUNT(lNJEXl a l 
GO TO 220 
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221 ICOUNT(LNUtX) • ICOUNT(lNJcX) ~ ~ 
220 CJNTINUt: 

NcXl • l 
00 230 l • l,fNutX 
L F ( 1 C 0 Uill T ( l ) • L. c • l ) G 0 T •J 2 j .i 

~EX2 • NcXl + lCOUNT(l} - 1 
wl(lTE(LTE~/'I,Zl.d) 

218 FuR/'IAf(//1} 
00 2~ J • N~Xl,NEX2 
wRITE<ITEK/'I,luJ) IOdJ(J),(MudJ<Jl,IJ8J(J}),Jl•l,o> 

240 CONTINUE 
wRITE( ITER/'1,25vl l 

z;o FJRMAT(/,1X, 1 T1E OaJc~Tl~E~ LlST=D Aouvc AKE AT P~lJ~LTY LeVeL'' 
liz,•. TO ASSIGN DifFE~cNT wciGHT5 1 ,/,lX, 1 T¥PE IN irlE N UMd~~ uf THt 
2 uoJcCTlVEtiNTcGE~> ANJ THE ucs~~Eu ~.:4~rlT(Rc A L1·'''' • A ~ciGHT4NG 
3 FACTOR Of 1.0 IS T1t oAS~. ~r YJu ~~Sri TO nAJt c~UAL wE!GnT•,;, 
3 1 ON t:~:n OBJECTive AS!>J.GN C:A Crl A ~EiGrlTlNG fACT O!\ OF 1. 0 1 ,/, 1 fHt 
5 niGHeR Tnt ~EL~HTLNG fACTO~ THe MORE !MP~~TANT 1 ,/,lX, 1 THt JdJE:TJ. 
ovE ~ITrllN THlS P~Iu~ITY LEVEL') 
~EAO(Lf~'*) (~~UM(~),WGHT(K),<•l,ICJU~f(LI) 

DO ZoO K • l,ICOUNT(.,) 
IIIUdJ(~NUM(~)) • wGriT(K) 

26 0 CJNTlN..Jt 
.-..cXl • ~r.:xz + 1 
GO TO 230 

2~1 NEXl • ~ EX~ + l 
2 3 0 C GN T I NU E 

~E:Tur<N 

E:. D 
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SudKOuTlNt CAPOSJ(NJBJ) 
c j H 1"1 J N II/ ALI.; ' 2 0 I 7) I N~ A~ I L j "A p \.:;) ) , J. c 0 L. :1 ' 2 0 ) I L ~ u \II H' 2 ..J ) I .~? R ( 2 j ) ' 

llO~J(2Jli~JBJ4bl9l,iEXCTI20l,~G3Jl~) 

:OMMJN/SY~/J.PTILOUT,LT~P~7,1TA?E5,LP,l~UT1IT~~, lTPlu,ITcK~,LT~ 
COMMUN/AOD2/~$UPL,MAXCT,lJBG 

OOUdl~ P~ECISIJN MJdJ,ITITL~,NAMES,iCST~ 

C !F ~AXlMUM USAGE uF CAPTive n!NE :~ALI~ JNc OF THE ~dJECTlvE~, 
C MA~c SU~E TiAT TrlERE l$ AN ~a~f:flV~ FJN:TIJN FG~ ~A~rl CA~flWE 
C i'IINt ,.. 
I. 

OJ l9J 1 = l1NJdJ 
lF( LJdJ4i) .E~. 8) .iO TO 291 

2 ~ 0 CON f Ii'U E 
~ E Tu!'( N 

291 IFC~CAP .LE. 1) ~ETURN 

NMOVE = NuoJ- 1 
N EX • 1'iC A P - 1 
IFINMOVE .EO. 0) GJ TO 295 
DO 293 ~ = NMuVE,l,-1 
lOdJ(NJdJ + NEXJ • lOSJ(~ + i) 
NPR(NJ3J + NtX) = ~PK\K + 1) 
I E X : T ( N J a J + .~ E X ) = • E X : T ( ~ + l ) 
N~X • NEA - ~ 

29.3 CJNflNUE 
NE X a l'iC AP - l 

2<; 5 JJ 294 J<. • l,~EX 

lOdJ(~ + K) = 3 
:~?~11 +I{) • N?R(L) 
IEXCT<I + K a IEXCf(J.) 

2 ~4 CJNTHWc 
~CdJ • NJ J + ~EX 
LH~DdG. Q. J.) .-KHE(lT ~M,212J 4..-JoJ(U,l a l•NudJ) 
lF(IDd~ • ~. 1) ~RITf(lJ ~M,~l2l (NP~(l), I = l1NGaJl 
lF(LudG. ~. ll fii<IT~(J:T U1,212J (lc.t.CT41J,I • l,NJd .. J 

212 r:uRMAT(lO j) 

l'(ff:.JRN 
END 
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... ... 

SUa~uuTINE HOOSIM(Jl,NO~J,LNOtX) 
DOWSLf PKECISION ~OBJ 
Ol~ENSlON 1CANO(l0) 
COHHUN/GOAL/ ~czo,~O);P(lQ,~O),u(,U,iO),RiK(lO,~O),Sl20),A(luJ, 

l~OST(20),,~Q~J(9),ICO~CZO),ICPOtlO),IC~~'201 
CJHI'tuiU v 14L. I G ( ~ 0, 7), NC AP, I~ CAP ( l5), IC OL. H ( 2v), 1 ROw H (ZO), N P R ( 2 u l, 

LI0oJ(20),~uoJ(6,~),.EXCT(20),w08J(~) 
CO~MON/SYS/lPT,LOWT,ITAPt7,ITAPEd,LP,IPuT,lTP9,ITPLv,ITEKM,lTR 

COMHuN/Au02/NSUPL,HAXCT,IOBG 
I( • 0 

6 SUI'\ • 0.0 
K • K + l 
IF(K .GT• INOEXI GO TO & 
AUO • 0.0 
00 3.50 1. • l1JZ 
oo 340 I • l,NuoJ 
lF(L .EO. J2) A(K~ • A(Kl + 6(!) * u(I,Kl 

3~0 SUM • SUH + E<4,L) • U(l,K) 
RIR(t<.,l.l • SUM- P(K,Ll 
SUM • 0.0 

350 CONT J..i~uE 
lf(i03G .E~. l)~~LTE<lTE~M,3~l ) (~l~(K,~),~•l,J2),A,KJ 

351 FCRMAT( 1 FROM 350 LOOP•,l5F7.2) 

C CrlECK FO~ OPTIMAliTY 
c 

7 IF(A(K) .~Q. O.O)GQ TO 6 
c 
C FINu P!wOT COL.JHN wHICH I~ lDENT!Fl~u BY HA~J..N~ THE LARGeST 
C NON-NtGATIVE NUM~cK lN K-TH PkiOKITY ROw Oi AKKAY Rl~ WiTrl Nu 
C N~GATJ~~ ~UMB~RS AT A HIGHE~ P~~ DKlTY l~ THf SAME CO~uHN. 
c 

20 
ll. 

iO 

c 
c 
c 
~ 

c 
~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 

HIGH , 0.0 
00 !0 J • l•J2 
IF(~~R(K,J) .LE.H!GH) GO TO 10 
lf(K .t~. l) GO TO ~l 

KMl • K - 1 
~0 '0 I • KHi,~,-1 
!F(RlR(i,J) .LT. O.OlGu TU 10 
CONT .l~ut: . 
HlGr1 • RIRU<.,J) 
l PC OL • J 
CONTlNI.ic 
IFlHlGH .tO. J.l)) GO lu 6 
IF (HI :i li • t Q I H sA~ • AN 0 • i p c 0 l • E Q. k p s A v J GO T 0 b 

SAVE VALueS FOR HI~rl,lPCul,A(K) TO CHE~K FOR lMPRu~M~NT UN NiXT 
ITERATION. !F NO lMPROWHENT THEN GET OUT uF THt ~OOP. 

HSA~ • HIGH 
IPSAV • IPCOl 
AKSAY • A(IO 

FINO PlVJT Ruw wHICH IS lJENTlf4eO dY THE MJ..NlMUM N0N-NtG4Tl~E 
QUOTltNT JF 8(1)/E(I,IPCOL) • SREAK TIE~ ~y S~LECTlN~ THAT RO~ 
HAviNG THe BASIC VAKIABLE WITH THE rllGHEK PR40~•Tf Lt~tL.. IF NG 
PR!u~lTY THE~ BRtAK Tlt ARBITRARIL-Y 

QLOw • 1000000. 
Ju 30 I • l,NQdJ 
IF(e(l,lPCOl) .LEe 0.0) GO TO 30 
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c 

QUO • al" I EI'IIPCOLI 
IF(QUO .GT. QLD.I GO TO 30 
IF(OUu .EO. QLJ.I Gu TO 31 
OLOW • ~';IJ 

11 • 1 
lCANIJ I 11) • I 
GO 10 30 

3lU·U+l 
ICANOI II) • I 

30 CONTINUE 
IF(II .LT. 11 CALL ERRORI31 
'Fill .EQ. 11 GO TO ~1 

HP • G.O 
DC ~o J • 1,INDE4 
00 ItO I • 1, II 
IF(UIICANOlll,JI .Le. HPIGO 10 ~u 
HP • UIICANO(!),J) 
IPROW • leANOI!) 

itO CONTINUe 
IFIHP .GT. 0.01 GU TO 51 

50 CONTINUE 
IFIHP .E~. O.JI CALL ERROR(ltl 

41 LPROW • 4CAND(ILI 

C ~STASLISH NE~ TA6LEAU 
C 
C 
C 
C EXCHANGE POSITION~ Of BASIC ~ARIA6LE HEADING IN Pl~ui RJ. wITH 
C NON-8A£I~ VAKIAoLE ~EAOING IN PIVOT CO~JMN.I c.G. ENT;RING 
C VARIA3Lc COMES IN ; OEPART1NG VAKLABL~ ~O~S OUTI 
C 

C 

51 ITcM~ • IKOWH(I?KOWI 
lKOliH(IPKu.1 • ICaL~(IPCO~1 
rCOLrllIPCOLI • ITEMP 

C CALC~LATE VA~~ES IN E MATRIX AND B ~ECTOk ViA Raw 
C 0,. E KA TIiJli~ 
C 

c 

Plv • EIIPKaw,lp~OLI 
DO 90 J • 11.12 
IFIJ .EO. IPCOLI GO TO 90 
00 80 I • 1,NOBJ 
IF!l .E~. IPR~WI GO TO 80 
EII,JJ • E(l,J) - E(IPkO.,JI • EIl,IPCO~1 , PIv 

60 CONTiNUE 
90 CONTINUE 

00 8J. I • uN08J 
IFI I .EQ. IPRulil GO TO 81 
8111 • 0(11 - BIIPROw) • t(l,IPCJLI , PIv 

81 CQrH lNI./i:: 

C CALCULATE NEW E MATKIX AND 8 ~ECrG~ VA~ut~ FuR Plv~T KUW ON~' 
C 

C 

C 

DO I) C J • 1, J 2 
bO E (1P'(OW, J I • E I!PROIiIJ) I PI V 

81IPROwi • SIIPROlil , PIV 

CA~CULATE NtW E MATRIX AND 0 v~CTQR ~ALuE5 FDK PIWJT ~O~ uN~Y. 

PLVN • -PLY 
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c 

Do 7 o I • l., r~ a B J 
70 ECl,I?C8L) • c(!,IPCuL) I PivN 

E<IP~Qw,I?~J~) • i.u I PlV 

C EX~HANG~ ~ALJE~ UN ? ~ U ~R!OK~TY MATR.Cc~ ru~ Pl~OT ~OW ~Nu 
C PIVOT COLUMN. 
'• 

00 100 J • 1,r~uEX 

TtM? • U(!PRO•,J> 
U(lPR~.,Jl • ~(J.IPCOLI 
~(~,!~COL) • TtM? 

100 CJNTli'H.ic 
c Ju 13uv J • l,Jz 
: ~Rl fd IT dM,Zl'tJJ, '(p <I,J ), I•i, lNJ;:J~.) 
C 214 FOR~AT'' P A~~AY,~G~ 1 ,i3,bfj.2J 

Cl3Ju CJNTl~u:: 
~ JO 43Jl. J • ~,INDEX 
~ ~~~~!Tc(d~~r1,2!j)J, (l.J(l,J ), I•l,NJdJ/ 
c 215 FO~MAT( • u ~R~AY,coL•,i3,oF5.2> 
Cl3Jl CD~TJ.NUt 

c 
C CALCULATE Nt~ ~ALUc$ FJ~ RI~ ARR~t AND ~Au veCTOR FOK ~-TH ~NO 
C LO•t~ ~~lJ~~Tt ~A~Uc~ 
c 

c 

OG l~J M • (,l,-1 
.idMl • Q.j 

Du 120 L • l,J2 
DJ 130 1 • l1NuoJ 
IF(L .c:.;<. J2) A(;''l) • A(M) + tHU • Ull• i'IJ 

130 SUM • SuM + ~(I,LJ ~ U(!,M) 
R!~(M,LJ : SUM- P(~,L> 

SUM a 0.0 
.i..2u CuNr HivE 

IO • J 
IF(ludG .EC. ll~ALL OTPUT(NJ~~~J2,INJEx,~vl 

C GJ T~ u?T1MAL~I¥ CHeCK FUK ~-TH P~~uRlTt Lc:Vc~ 

c 

lrlA(K) .LT. AK~Av) Gu TO 7 
GO Tu o 

C OPT!~A~ SJLullJN rOJND 1 OUTPUT F.NAL TAd~cAJ TO ~ U •~K F~L~ ANJ 
: SUMMMA~Ilc RESJ~TS FO~ THE USER 
c 

3 10 • l 
CALL uT~UT(NDBJ,J2,INDcX,~0) 

CAL~ ~t~l~E(l~uEX,NOBJ) 

STO~ 
END 
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